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are We?
Who 

With currently over 1,000 students in 
Master's programs, the School of In-
ternational Business and Entrepreneur-
ship (SIBE) is one of Germany's largest 
private academic graduate business 
schools. 
Since 1994, over 2,500 graduates have 
successfully completed SIBE Master's 
programs and over  350 companies have 
cooperated with SIBE. 
The SIBE curriculum focuses on gradu-
ate courses in management and law 
and includes both »open enrollment« as 
well as corporate programs. SIBE offers 
these management and law programs in 
Germany as well as in cooperation with 
renowned universities in Brazil, China 
India, Italy, Poland, russia, Switzerland 
and the USA. 
SIBE's core competences are teaching 
and research that connect knowledge 
with application. In addition, SIBE pro-
vides comprehensive consulting and 
support services to companies in the 
areas of recruitment, personnel selec-
tion and employee retention. Applicants 
for SIBE's programs are intensively and 
individually counseled and recruited for 

companies and organizations as part of 
our work integrating curricula. SIBE also 
offers the option of obtaining scientifi-
cally based talent diagnostic and devel-
opment.
Learning in SIBE programs is unique 
primarily because all Master's programs 
are organized according to the work 
integrating »Talent Growth Curriculum« 
(TGC) principle and oriented toward in-
novation. All SIBE students are work-
ing professionals. At the beginning of 
the program, students identify one or 
more ongoing business challenges as 
»real case projects« in cooperation with 
their respective companies. The goal 
of these real case projects is achieving 
an innovation at that company, i.e. as 
part of their studies, students should 
implement something new or introduce 
an improvement at the company. The 
real case projects ensure that students 
transform knowledge into action during 
the program. Only this immediate im-
plementation, this direct application of 
knowledge enables students to develop 
their talents.

Due to our Talent Growth Curriculum and our services, both of which are specifically oriented to in-
novation, SIBE offers a complete package that is completely oriented to the needs of students and 
companies.

Our job market contains a wide variety of 
interesting and challenging positions from 
the broad area of management.

Students Companies

Through our DIN-certified selection process, 
student applicants obtain a valid determina-
tion whether a particular junior manage-
ment position is right for them.

Student applicants are intensively prepared 
for the application phase, receive job offers, 
are presented in our »Candidate Catalogs« 
and supplied to companies.

Master's programs develops students' gen-
eral employability, especially their manage-
ment qualities.

Application of the knowledge acquired during 
theory phases to real case projects develops 
students' talents.

Competency assessments are carried out 
during the students' studies. These show 
students whether and how their talents are 
developing.

Together with companies, SIBE develops com-
prehensive requirements and job profiles that 
can be externally and/or internally advertised.

Our DIN-certified application process allows us 
to narrow down the circle of suitable new or 
existing employees.

Suitable candidates are recruited, directly 
presented or can be searched for in our »Can-
didate Catalogs«.

By completing a Master's program, new or 
existing employees can be prepared for man-
agement or professional activities as well as 
retained by the company.

Application of the knowledge acquired during 
theory phases to real case projects initiates 
and realizes innovations.

Competency assessments are carried out dur-
ing the students' studies. These show com-
panies whether and how the talents of their 
employees are developing.
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As varied as the real case projects com-
pleted in the framework of a SIBE pro-
gram are – all revolve around innovation: 
The focus is always on students' trans-
forming ideas into value-creating reality. 
We view innovation as the decisive fac-
tor for success – both for the develop-
ment of a company's competitiveness as 
well as for career development. And we 
have the firm conviction that innovation 
can and must take place in many diverse 
manners and in many areas.

Today's world is much more dynamic, 
uncertain and complex than it used to 
be. It is also structurally different. In 
a world that is constantly on the go, 
companies must also be continually 
prepared to take evolutionary – or even 
revolutionary – development leaps.

In the future, specialists and executives 
will need an even more pronounced 
creative identity and above all, the will-
ingness and ability to create something 

new, or at least to permit it. In other 
words: To survive in a constantly chang-
ing world, both organizations as well as 
individuals must be prepared and able to 
handle continual innovation.

Innovations represent the greatest pos-
sible corporate benefit because they se-
cure and develop a company's present 
and future competitiveness. The great-
est contribution to career development 
thus consists of (further) developing 

one's knowledge, abilities and will – as 
well as not simply thinking up new 
ideas, but implementing them. We are 
convinced that when people create in-
novations through their thoughts and 
actions and thus, existential benefit for 
a company, it seems inevitable and justi-
fied that these people should be given 
an important role in the company. This 
conviction results in our model and edu-
cational ideal from »having« or »Being« a 
creative personality.

1 are We?
Who 
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2

Präsident der Steinbeis-hochschule Berlin (ShB)

Wir machen Innovationen schnel-
ler und bringen konkrete Unterneh-
menserfolge auf den Weg. führungs-
kräfte und Ihre Mitarbeiter sollen 
durch uunsere Projekt-Kompetenz Stu-
diengänge (PKS) Prozesse und Produk-
te verbessern, Ideen voran treiben und 

neue Geschäfts-Potentiale erschließen. 
Wir wollen hochqualifizierte, engagier-
te und verantwortungsbewusste Men-
schen identifizieren, vermitteln und in 
ihren management-Kompetenzen ent-
wickeln.

prof. dr. Werner G. faix
Managing Director of the School of International Business and Entrepreneurship (SIBE)

SIBE stands for successful knowledge 
transfer between academia and business 
as well as the systematic development 
of talent and personality. The purpose of 
SIBE is to continually develop the com-
petitiveness of its partner companies 
(private companies, organizations and 
public administration) and to educate 
capable, entrepreneurial and globally 
thinking and acting personalities.
In the course of their integrated real 
case projects, our students ensure 
the growth of our partner companies. 
Through work on challenging real case 
projects, we simultaneously create the 
conditions under which young talents 
can develop their own competences 
and identities and become capable ju-
nior executives as well as executive staff. 

Our innovation-oriented real case proj-
ects as well as upwardly mobile candi-
dates ensure growth and globalization 
for our partners – and for talented 
junior executives as well as executive 
staff. We are committed to the success 
of our partners and thus, to the success 
of our participants. Your success is our 
success.
Offering Master's programs since 1994 
and with currently over 1,000 students, 
over 2,500 successful graduates and 
over 350 partner companies, SIBE is 
your capable partner for innovation 
with and through people.

prof. dr. dr. h. c. mult. Johann löhn
President of the Steinbeis University Berlin (ShB)

Successful innovations as well as prod-
ucts and services secure business suc-
cess in an increasingly globalized and 
competing economic environment. Suc-
cess requires the ability to situationally 
link experience with up-to-date exper-
tise as well as the courage to tackle the 
new and often unconventional while si-
multaneously implementing the proven. 
Steinbeis University's practice-oriented, 
work integrating Talent Growth Cur-
riculum (TGC) pushes knowledge-to-
application that conveys this concrete 
professional knowledge and supports the 
successful work of young professionals 
as well as experts and managers.
Our interest is twofold. On the one hand, 
we focus on the content-related and 
organizational requirements of com-
panies; on the other hand, on the com-

patibility of continuing education and 
professional life.
The center of our philosophy is the in-
dependent organization of our institutes 
as »companies in a university enterprise« 
fully funded via project fees and student 
tuition and do not request financial sup-
port from the government.
Today, over 6,000 students and circa 50 
doctoral students are enrolled at our 
university. Altogether, the SUB has over 
6,000 alumni and works with numer-
ous companies that sponsor real case 
projects. This confirms our concept and 
strengthens us for the challenges of the 
future.

mission
our
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SIBE's Talent Growth Curriculum (TGC) is 
a special form of work integrating aca-
demic programs. During the program, 
students implement one or more inno-
vative real case projects at a company. 
Through the intensive dedication with 
these challenging – because innova-
tive and open-ended – case projects, 
the students create knowledge and de-
velop their talents. The real case project 
implementation, knowledge generation 
as well as talent development are inte-
grated into the SIBE program tightly – 

formally as well as in regard to content.
During their entire course of study at 
SIBE, students can rely on the expertise 
of and consultation with subject lectur-
ers and real case project coaches. In the 
companies, where the students com-
plete their real case projects, they also 
have the support of a business mentor.
half of the TGC consists of theory; the 
other half consists of the real case proj-
ect. half of the theory is covered by 
seminars; students complete the other 
half in self-study. The real case project 

is divided in the direct real case project 
work at the company and the real case 
project documentation presented as 
academic study papers. This model in-
tegrates work and studies and enables 
participants to be students and working 
professionals at the same time.
During the program and until their last 
exam, the following process of knowl-
edge acquisition, knowledge application 
and documentation takes place: first, 
students must acquaint themselves 
with their field before attendance at 
classroom events; the university sup-
ports them in this self-study period 
with pre-reading material, web-based 
training courses etc. This knowledge is 

subsequently deepened in seminars, ad-
ditional presence-based events, learn-
ing tandems and groups as well as in 
so-called »application papers«. After this, 
students concretely apply their knowl-
edge to their specific working situa-
tions. They must do this independently 
and in situations that are open and un-
certain. This framework systematically 
promotes and makes demands on the 
development of students' talents. The 
knowledge application itself as well as 
the reflection that takes place before, 
during and after it, are documented in 
so-called »real Case Papers« that form a 
major part of the exam results.

talent GroWth curriculum (tGc)
our concept for success:3

TALENT GROWTH CURRICULUM (TGC)
(100%)

FULLTIME WORK IN COMPANY
(100%)

THEORY
(50%)

SELF-STUDY
(25%)

SEMINARS
(25%)

PROJECT WORK
(25%)

PROJECT 
DOCUMENTATION

(25%)

PROJECT
(50%)

THEORETICAL FOUNDATION

FINAL EXAMINATION

SELF STUDY

DEADLINE

FIXED DATE

CONTINUOUS

DEADLINE

PRESENCE
SEMINAR

TRANSFER

ETC…

ETC…

PRESENCE
SEMINAR

Web-Based-Trainings/
Transfer documentation 
and report

SELF STUDY
Web-Based-Trainings/
Transfer documentation 
and report

DOCUMENTATION
Transfer papers
Project documentation papers
Master’s thesis

SEMINARS APPLICATION EXAMINATION TIMELINE
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The MA in General Management, MSc in 
International Management and MBA in 
General Management are accredited by 
the fIBAA (foundation for International 
Business Administration Accreditation) 

– whereby they exceed the quality re-
quirements for Master's programs de-
manded by the fIBAA many times over.

The particular strengths of the TGC are:
 ■ Selection process
 ■ Integration of theory and practice
 ■ Development of professional  

qualifications
 ■ Positioning of the program on the 

educational and job market
 ■ Didactic concept.

The fIBAA report emphasizes that the 
selection process is based on clear, ob-
jectifiable criteria; additionally, it is sci-
entifically supported and secured by the 
online-based KODE® talent diagnostic 
and development tool.
The didactic concept provides great 
freedom for active and participatory 
teaching and learning methods. In this 
manner, it adequately contributes to the 
TGC's, goal of promoting the abilities of 
students to act and apply their knowl-
edge self-organized in future specialist 
and management positions. further-
more, all programs are »very practice-
oriented in regard to the curriculum, 
teaching content and teaching methods 

without neglecting a solid academic 
foundation«.
Through the integrated curriculum and 
the real case project-work in the com-
pany, graduates of the Master's pro-
grams are characterized by their highly 
pronounced employability. The fIBAA 
expert states: »Because employability is 
the recognizable theme common to all 
parts of the programs and because the 
programs are systematically oriented to 
the requirements of the job market, it is 
not surprising that graduates easily find 
jobs.« In addition, SIBE's career consul-
tation and placement service also helps, 
which likewise exceeds the quality re-
quirements made by fIBAA.

All in all, fIBAA comes to the following 
conclusion: »The university has been 
able to develop a clear unique selling 
point through its work integrating cur-
ricula.«

This is reflected by everyday real case 
project experiences:
During their entire programs, students 
are full-fledged employees of their com-
panies and are supported by both the 
company and the university. At the same 
time, the university and the company 
are also in contact in order to guarantee 
smooth organization.

talent GroWth curriculum (tGc)
our concept for success:3

COMPANY

SIBE STUDENT
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THEORY AND TRANSFER
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STUDENT    =    EMPLOYEE
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Assistance from 
Program Organization

Assistance from HR, 
for example

Expertise and 
assistance from 
Business Mentor

Study project(s) = 
Academic work on one 

or more business challenges

Expertise and 
assistance from 

professors

Expertise and 
assistance from 

project supervisors

Company
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With our Talent Growth Curriculum 
programs, we bring companies and 
upwardly mobile candidates together 
to shape the future.

For companies, this means that up-
wardly mobile candidates – either those 
they have selected themselves or that we 
have recruited for them – work on future-
oriented real case projects and experience sys-
tematic professional and management 
development.

For upwardly mobile candidates, this means that 
they can prove their talent through the successful 
implementation of real case projects while simultane-
ously and systematically developing their skills.

To successfully create new business opportunities, 
companies need the best! Upwardly mobile candi-

dates come either from the company's own ranks or 
are recruited by SIBE. 

Selection processes, talent diagnostic and excellent 
matching procedures bring the best people with the right 

real case projects in the right companies together.

The challenge for companies:
Long-term safeguarding and development of future competitive-

ness through innovation, growth and globalization

The challenge for upwardly mobile candidates:
Long-term development of their professional careers 

by contributing to value as well as permanent 
development of competences

Our model systematically ensures:

 ■ The success of corporate projects
 ■ The growth of management 

talent in upwardly mobile 
candidates 

 ■ The careers of upwardly mobile 
candidates

 ■ Your corporate success

talent GroWth curriculum (tGc)
our concept for success:

For companies, this means:
Enterprise development with real case projects, i.e. 

innovations in regard to new / optimized:

 Products / services
 Markets
 Organizational structures
 Suppliers
 Business processes

For upwardly mobile candidates, 
this means:
Building a career by shaping the future, i.e. 
via the development of new / better business 
opportunities.

CHALLENGES
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Current
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WAR FOR TALENTS
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 ▪ Intensive career coaching by individual 
SAPhIr consultants (coaches)

 ▪ Job application check, job interview 
training

 ▪ Placement in current positions adver-
tised on the SIBE job portal 

 ▪ Marketing of new candidates in the 
monthly SIBE Candidate Catalog

 ▪ Proactive marketing of supported 
candidates

services for students services for companies

further information on our services is available at www.steinbeis-sibe.de.
If you have questions concerning the various recruitment options and costs, please contact 
Bettina rominger at rominger@steinbeis-sibe.de.

www.saphir-deutschland.de

 ▪ Advertisement of vacant Master's posi-
tions on many free and fee-based portals

 ▪ Custom-tailored recruitment of suitable 
Master's candidates

 ▪ Extensive pre-selection of candidates – 
including an assessment of his/her hard 
and soft skills in addition to the candi-
date's job application

 ▪ Basic recruitment is free of charge!

sibe finds the right projects for its students – 
and the best candidates for its partner companies!

The fundamental requirement for a Ta-
lent Growth Curriculum is a strong team 
of companies and students – and this is 
precisely where SIBE starts.

Together with its 100 percent subsidiary 
– SIBE's own personnel placement agen-
cy SAPhIr – companies and students are 
supported in their search for the appro-
priate counterpart.

SAPhIr's goal is to match talented recent 
graduates with sponsoring companies – 
and provide services for both sides: Stu-

dents go through an extensive selection 
process, are supported by an individual 
coach during their search for a compa-
ny and regularly receive suggestions for 
suitable projects. Companies profit from 
SAPhIr's many years of experience in the 
recruitment industry. Their project positi-
ons are extensively advertised and suit-
able applicants are recruited, pre-selected 
and recommended to the company – with 
a comprehensive assessment of their hard 
and soft skills.

This service is free of charge for all parties.

With the best!
We match the best4
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financinG model
the sibe 5

Does a Master's program always have to 
be expensive? Not at SIBE, because the 
special SIBE financing model accommo-
dates students as well as companies.

for students:
The company assumes all travel costs 
to the seminars, a large part of the re-
quired tuition fees and pays students 
an additional salary at the level of a 
scholarship. from this salary (at least 
1,300 EUr brutto per month), students 

pay 300 EUr per month (500 EUr for 
an LL.M.) in tuition to SIBE.

for companies:
A SIBE Master's degree is not simply 
an investment in an employee's future, 
but rather an investment in your com-
pany's success! And the best thing: As 
a rule, the costs for a Master's student 
are no more than a regular salaried 
position (see overview on the right-
hand page).

intelligent financing –
for students and companies

* Precise information on our current program fees is available under www.steinbeis-sibe.de.

Flexible corporate involvement:•	 as a company, you pay the program 
Fees (costs vary depending on the 
degree program; approximately 1,000 
euros/month)* 

•	 in addition, you assume the student's 
travel expenses to the seminars •	 in return, the student waives part oF 

its salary (minimum student salary: 
1,300 euros/month) 

•	 altogether, you determine the total 
amount oF your investment by  
deFining the student's salary.
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oriGins6

ferdinand von Steinbeis (1807-1893) 
applied great creativity and effort to 
introduce innovations and improve-
ments in German industry in the nine-
teenth century. Among other things, he 
set up »technology transfer via minds«: 
Steinbeis sought out foreign profession-
als and brought them to Germany while 
also sending capable engineers (e.g. 
Gottlieb Daimler) to other countries. All 
of his measures were aimed at making 
successful technologies and methods 
from other places usable for the German 
economy. he was a tireless proponent 

of investing in employee education and 
created one of the most modern training 
systems in the country. Germany’s fa-
mous model of dual education – the sys-
tem of integrated theoretical and practi-
cal qualification – is primarily based on 
Steinbeis' philosophy and deeds.

Today, the name Steinbeis is associated 
with one of the world's most successful 
systems for the transfer of knowledge 
and technology: the Steinbeis founda-
tion. The foundation enables its custom-
ers’ direct access to existing as well as 

newly generated knowledge, which is so 
crucial for success. The Steinbeis foun-
dation, with over 800 Transfer Centers 
and over 5,000 employees – of these, 700 
professors – thus promotes effective and 
efficient interaction between scientific 
institutions and business by making the 
sources of knowledge and technology 
available strictly according to the market 
rules.

Establishing Steinbeis University Berlin, 
the foundation's classical knowledge and 
technology transfer was supplemented 

and expanded. The private and officially 
recognized Steinbeis University Berlin 
(SUB) was founded in 1998. Based on 
the Talent Growth Curriculum concept, it 
offers students and companies work in-
tegrating curricula with accredited Bach-
elor's, Master's and Doctoral degrees. 
Transfer-oriented research is the SUB's 
second area of focus in addition to its 
academic programs.

SIBE itself is a school associated with the 
SUB that focuses on management and 
law programs.

our
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and campuses
our offices7

SIBE at the 
Steinbeis University Berlin

SIBE Nuremberg,
STI Corporate Management and 
Internationalization

SIBE MunichSIBE in SIMT, 
Stuttgart Institute of 
Management and Technology

Steinbeis Business School 
rhein Main of SIBE in hanau, 
Germany

Steinbeis house herrenberg 
headquarters of SIBE & SAPhIr 
Germany

berlin

hanau

stuttGart

herrenberG

munich

nuremberG

1

1 4

2

5

3

7

6

6

7haus der Wirtschaft, Stuttgart,  
headquarters of the Steinbeis 
foundation and SIBE campus

3 5

2 4
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instituto mauá 
de tecnologia (maua)
São Paulo, Brazil
(www.maua.br)

escola paulista da magistratura (epm)
São Paulo, Brazil
(www.epm.tjsp.jus.br)

pontifical catholic university 
of rio de Janeiro (puc)
rio de Janeiro, Brazil
(www.genesis.puc-rio.br)

universidade católica 
de santos (unisantos)
Santos, Brazil
(www.unisantos.br)

instituto euvaldo lodi (iel),
national confederation 
of industry brasil (cni)
 Brasília, Brazil 
(www.cni.org.br)

university of california 
san diego (ucsd) 
San Diego, USA 
(www.extension.ucsd.edu)

university of california, 
berkeley law iele 
certificate proGrams
Berkeley, USA
(www.law.berkeley.edu/iele.htm) 

universidade católica de brasília 
 Brasília, Brazil 
 (www.ucb.br)

fundação plural 
rede Plural de Desenvolviment
São Vicente, Brazil
(www.funplural.org.br)

university of bern 
Institut for Marketing and 
Corporate Management (IMU), 
Bern, Switzerland 
(www.imu.unibe.ch)  

usa

braZil

8 netWork
our Together with our partner universities in important target markets for the German econ-

omy, we develop international seminars and/or graduate programs aimed specifically at 
developing both professional and management employees on location. »Think globally, 
act locally« – we successfully implement this philosophy around the world.

sda bocconi 
school of management 
Milan, Italy  
(www.sdabocconi.it/en)

tongji university
Shanghai, China  
(www.tongji.edu.cn)

tsinghua university
Peking, China  
(www.tsinghua.edu.cn)

symbiosis institute
of business management
(sibm)
Pune, India
(www.sibm.edu)

samvit school of 
infrastructure business
Pune, India
(www.samvitinfra.com)

lomonosov moscow 
state university 
Moscow, russia 
(www.msu.ru/ge/)

polska akademia nauk 
(ine pan) 
Warsaw, Poland
(www.inepan.waw.pl/en)

russia

india

china

Institute of Economics
Polish Academy of Sciences
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9 partners
our

Beratungsgesellschaft mbH

www.itm-consulting.com

The School of International Business and 
Entrepreneurship stands for the comprehen-
sive and successful transfer of knowledge 
and technology that is always oriented to 
achieving concrete benefits for all partners. 
Our Talent Growth Curricula are an innova-
tive concept that enables SIBE to build stable 
bridges between academia and business. 

Since 1994, over 350 German enterprises – 
from small to medium-sized to large compa-
nies, to public administrations and organiza-
tions – have trained and further developed 
their junior and senior managers in SIBE 
programs.
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the sibe

34 - 35
36 - 37
38 - 39
40 - 41
42 - 43
44 - 45

46 - 47
48 - 49

50 - 51
52 - 53
54 - 55
56 - 57
58 - 59
60 - 61
62 - 63
64 - 65

1 overvieW of proJect specialiZation 
2 manaGement proGrams

m.a. in General manaGement
m.sc. in international manaGement
m.sc. in innovation & technoloGy manaGement
m.sc. in innovation & technoloGy manaGement
– aerospace & testinG
our double deGree options
master of business administration (mba) 
in General manaGement
study abroad
eXamples of study proJects

3 laW proGrams
ll.m. in international business laW
ll.m. in Jurisdiction

4 corporate proGrams
5 dba poland
6 talent GroWth curriculum doctoral studies

study proGrams –
German & 
international campus
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proJect specialiZation
overvieW of1

Your career begins with a SIBE Master's 
program: Our students link their profes-
sional challenges with an interesting and 
practical Master's curriculum – at home 
or abroad!
Students work on business projects over 
the course of 24 months. The majority of 
all proof of performance for the degree is 
based on these projects. This makes the 
Master's program a work integrating cur-
riculum. The beginning of your professio-
nal career is thus tightly linked with the 
SIBE Talent Growth Curriculum (TGC) and 
you will be supported to become a junior 
management executive.
The Talent Growth Curriculum (TGC) gi-
ves upwardly mobile candidates a broad 
basis for future professional and mana-
gerial positions in the most varied fields 
of business and prepares them to act re-
sponsibly and competently. Students are 

required to have successfully completed a 
degree in humanities and social sciences, 
law, linguistics and cultural studies or ec-
onomics, or in technology, engineering or 
the natural sciences.

With their business projects, they can 
specialize in areas such as the following: 

 ■ human resources
 ■ Engineering
 ■ Information Technology
 ■ Marketing & Communication
 ■ Sales
 ■ Accounting & finance
 ■ Architecture & Construction
 ■ Public Management
 ■ Logistics
 ■ health Care
 ■ Tourism & hospitality
 ■ founder & Succession Management 

Within these areas of project specializa-
tion, students obtain coaching that gives 
them the specific professional know-how 
they need to complete their projects plus 
the support they need to successfully im-
plement these projects. Simultaneously, 
they become part of an academic team of 
students that regularly meets to exchan-
ge information on current developments 
in the framework of lectures and discus-
sions. The additional qualifications acqui-

red as part of the project specialization 
are documented by certification at the 
end of the program, which represents an 
additional seal of approval.

Our students complete their studies with 
the state-recognized Master's degree, 
which entitles them to continue their 
academic or scientific work at the doc-
toral level.

human resources

engineering

inFormation technology

marketing & communication

sales

accounting & Finance

architecture & construction

public management

logistics

health care

tourism & hospitality

Founder & succession management
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proGrams
manaGement2

* Precise information on our current program fees is available under www.steinbeis-sibe.de.

TARGET GROUP

FRAMEWORK

LOCATION

For recents graduates after 
completion of their first degree; 
focus on the economic sciences, 

at least 60 CP

Stuttgart, Berlin, 
Nuremberg, Hanau, 

study abroad
 in Brazil or Poland

For recent graduates 
from any discipline 
after completion of 
their first degree.

24 months
approx. 80 days of attendance seminars

and 20 days via E-Learning

Stuttgart, Berlin, 
study abroad

 in Brazil or Poland

PROGRAM FEE

STUDENTS SALARY

TRAVEL EXPENSES

MASTER OF ARTS IN 
GENERAL 

MANAGEMENT

MASTER OF SCIENCE 
IN INTERNATIONAL

MANAGEMENT

CAMPUS Germany + Brazil or Poland

COURSE
LANGUAGE

Stuttgart, Berlin, 
study abroad in Brazil or Poland

940 Euro monthly plus tax*

Minimum 1.300 Euro monthly
(Students pay a monthly program fee 

of 300 Euro to SIBE)*

Minimum 1.300 Euro monthly
(Students pay a monthly program fee 

of 300 Euro to SIBE)*

Furthermore travel expenses are incurred for seminars and for the 
approx. 15 working days during international study trips (Costs vary, 

depending on the place of business and the target country)*

Furthermore travel expenses are incurred for seminars and for the 
approx. 15 working days during international study trips

(Costs vary, depending on the place of business and the target country)*

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN 
INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY
MGMT– AEROSPACE & TESTING

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN 
INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY 

MANAGEMENT

For recents graduates with a first degree
in the economic or natural sciences, 

engineering, technology etc. 
at least 4 CP in economic sciences

940 Euro monthly plus tax* 1.040 Euro monthly plus tax*

Individually agreed

Furthermore travel expenses are incurred 
for seminars and international study trips
(Costs vary, depending on the participants, 

home country)*

MASTER OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION (MBA) 

IN GENERAL MANAGEMENT

940 Euro monthly plus tax*

Germany + Brazil or Poland

24 months
approx. 80 days of attendance seminars

and 20 says via E-Learning

German + EnglishGerman + English

START 5-6 courses / year 1-2 courses / year

Stuttgart, Berlin, 
study abroad in China and the USA

For young professionals 
in all disciplines with 2-5 years of 

working experience.

Germany, China & the USA

24 months
approx. 55 days of attendance seminars

and 12 days via E-Learning

English

1 course / year

TARGET GROUP

FRAMEWORK

LOCATION

For recents graduates after 
completion of their first degree; 
focus on the economic sciences, 

at least 60 CP

Stuttgart, Berlin, 
Nuremberg, Hanau, 

study abroad
 in Brazil or Poland

For recent graduates 
from any discipline 
after completion of 
their first degree.

24 months
approx. 80 days of attendance seminars

and 20 days via E-Learning

Stuttgart, Berlin, 
study abroad

 in Brazil or Poland

PROGRAM FEE

STUDENTS SALARY

TRAVEL EXPENSES

MASTER OF ARTS IN 
GENERAL 

MANAGEMENT

MASTER OF SCIENCE 
IN INTERNATIONAL

MANAGEMENT

CAMPUS Germany + Brazil or Poland

COURSE
LANGUAGE

Stuttgart, Berlin, 
study abroad in Brazil or Poland

940 Euro monthly plus tax*

Minimum 1.300 Euro monthly
(Students pay a monthly program fee 

of 300 Euro to SIBE)*

Minimum 1.300 Euro monthly
(Students pay a monthly program fee 

of 300 Euro to SIBE)*

Furthermore travel expenses are incurred for seminars and for the 
approx. 15 working days during international study trips (Costs vary, 

depending on the place of business and the target country)*

Furthermore travel expenses are incurred for seminars and for the 
approx. 15 working days during international study trips

(Costs vary, depending on the place of business and the target country)*

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN 
INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY
MGMT– AEROSPACE & TESTING

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN 
INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY 

MANAGEMENT

For recents graduates with a first degree
in the economic or natural sciences, 

engineering, technology etc. 
at least 4 CP in economic sciences

940 Euro monthly plus tax* 1.040 Euro monthly plus tax*

Individually agreed

Furthermore travel expenses are incurred 
for seminars and international study trips
(Costs vary, depending on the participants, 

home country)*

MASTER OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION (MBA) 

IN GENERAL MANAGEMENT

940 Euro monthly plus tax*

Germany + Brazil or Poland

24 months
approx. 80 days of attendance seminars

and 20 says via E-Learning

German + EnglishGerman + English

START 5-6 courses / year 1-2 courses / year

Stuttgart, Berlin, 
study abroad in China and the USA

For young professionals 
in all disciplines with 2-5 years of 

working experience.

Germany, China & the USA

24 months
approx. 55 days of attendance seminars

and 12 days via E-Learning

English

1 course / year
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2 General manaGement
master of arts (m.a.) in

Growth needs structure, orientation and commitment. Those who have a goal must 
know where they have started out. Companies that want to conquer new markets 
must first investigate the initial situation, framework conditions, strengths and weak-
nesses as well as chances and risks. The Master of Arts in General Management pro-
gram supports partner companies conceptually and in terms of personnel by defining 
and implementing successful business projects.

M.A. in General Management – Module Overview:

Economics
 ■ Macroeconomics
 ■ Microeconomics
 ■ Managerial Economics

Law
 ■ Principles of Law
 ■ Legal framework and fields of Activity for 

Executives
 ■ Mergers and Acquisitions

Project Management & Organization
 ■ Interdisciplinary Scientific Work
 ■ Methods of Project Planning and Mgmt.
 ■ Information Management
 ■ Organizational Management
 ■ Information Technology Management

Entrepreneurship
 ■ Principles of Practical Corporate Mgmt. 
 ■ Principles of Entrepreneurship
 ■ Innovation Management

Strategy
 ■ Management of Strategies
 ■ Business Strategy
 ■ Corporate Strategy
 ■ Growth and Globalisation Strategy

Accounting & Corporate Finance
 ■ Principles of Accounting
 ■ financial Analysis
 ■ financial reporting and Controlling
 ■ Principles of Corporate finance
 ■ Models and Systems

Marketing
 ■ Principles of Marketing
 ■ Marketing and Sales Management
 ■ Using New Media in Marketing and Sales 

Market Analysis
 ■ Market research
 ■ Competition Analysis

Procurement, Production & Logistics
 ■ Procurement and Production Management
 ■ Logistics

Leaership & Competences 1
 ■ Personality
 ■ Development of Competences

Leadership & Competences 2
 ■ Leadership
 ■ Organizational Behavior
 ■ human resource Management

International Management 
 ■ Principles of foreign Trade
 ■ Principles of International Management
 ■ Cross-Cultural Management

Study Abroad
Part of the study abroad program includes lec-
tures and seminars (currently at partner uni-
versities in Brazil – Double Degree*), visits and 
discussions at international chambers of com-
merce, local business associations, German and 
regional companies as well as joint ventures in 
these countries.

In accordance with the current study and examination regulations for the postgraduate Master of Arts (M.A.) in General 

Management at the Steinbeis University Berlin.

For young students in all disciplines
after completion of the first degree.

* The basis for this is the bilateral agreement between SIBE and UNITAU, which may be subject to changes caused by legal or politi-

cal conditions. No legal entitlement to award of the MBA title can be assumed.

mba double deGree option

Seminars   THEORY   Self-Study

Economics / Entrepreneurship

Law

Project Management & Organization

Strategy

Market Analysis 

Marketing

Accounting & Corporate Finance

Procurement, Production & Logistics

International Management

Project documentation    PROJECT   Project paper

Talent Growth Curriculum (TGC)
Master of Arts (M.A.) in General Management

Objectives and 
Strategy Plan

(PSP 1)

Marketing and 
Sales Plan
(PSP 2)

Finance Plan
(PSP 3)

Globalization Plan
(PSP 4)

     Business Mentor
Project supervisor
Faculty

(PSP = Project Study Paper)

 
 

Competence 
Development Plan

(PSP 5)

Development and 
implementation of 
growth-oriented, 

innovative projects in 
the company.

Coaching by:
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2 international manaGement
master of science (m.sc.) in

Globalization – borders and markets are merging with each other. A comprehensive 
understanding of the economy, including knowledge of global interrelationships, is 
more important than ever for developing and implementing successful, future-ori-
ented business methods. Our unique TGC and didactic methods as well as our M.Sc. 
in International Management program prepares capable young globalists who can 
actively and successfully shape their company's future. 

M.Sc. in International Management – Module Overview:

In accordance with the current study and examination regulations for the graduate Master of Science (M.Sc.) in International 

Management at the Steinbeis University Berlin

Fundamentals of International 
Management

 ■ International Management 1
 ■ International Management 3

Fundamentals of Foreign Trade
 ■ International Management 2
 ■ International Management 4

Practical Corporate Management
 ■  Project Management
 ■  Objectives of International Management

Information Management & Analysis
 ■ Qualitative and Quantitative Methods 
 ■ research Management
 ■ Market Analysis

Strategy Management & Organization     
 ■ Strategies of International Management
 ■ International Organizational Management

Sourcing & Sales
 ■ Marketing & Sales in  

International Management
 ■ International Sourcing and  

Purchasing Management
 ■ International Logistics Management

Innovation, Quality & Production
Management

 ■ International Development and  
Production Management

 ■ International Quality Management

International Financial Management
 ■ International financial Management 1
 ■ International financial Management 2

International Business Law

Business English

Personal Development, Leadership &
Human Resources Management

 ■ Leadership and Personality
 ■ International hr

International Management and
Intercultural Management  

Study Abroad
Part of the study abroad program includes lec-
tures and seminars (currently at partner uni-
versities in Brazil – Double Degree*), visits and 
discussions at international chambers of com-
merce, local business associations, German and 
regional companies as well as joint ventures in 
these countries. 

Real Case Project Colloquium
Experts from the field mentor students during 
the two-year period of study.

For recents graduates after completion of their first degree; 
focus on the economic sciences.

* The basis for this is the bilateral agreement between SIBE and MAUÁ (or SIBE and the Universidade Católica) which may be subject 

to changes caused by legal or political conditions. No legal entitlement to award of the MBA title can be assumed.

mba double deGree option

Fundamentals

Practical Corporate Management

Analysis

Strategy & Organization

Sourcing & Sales

Innovation, Quality, Production

Financing & Controlling

Law & Business English

Talent Growth Curriculum (TGC)
Master of Science (M.Sc.) in International Management

Definition of the 
Study Project Plan: 
Project and Goals

(PSP 1)

Market Analysis
(PSP 2)

Strategy Plan
(PSP 3)

Marketing, Sales / 
Purchasing Plan 

(PSP 4)

Finance Plan
(PSP 5)

Internationalization 
Plan (PSP 6)

(PSP = Project Study Paper)

P
E

R
S

O
N

A
L 

D
E

V
E

LO
P

M
E

N
T 

&
 M

A
N

A
G

E
M

E
N

T

Internationalization

     Business Mentor
Project supervisor
Faculty

Development and 
implementation of 
growth-oriented, 

innovative projects in 
the company.

Coaching by:

Seminars   THEORY   Self-Study Project documentation    PROJECT   Project paper
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2 innovation & technoloGy 
manaGement

master of science (m.sc.) in Students in the Master of Science in Innovation and Technology Management program 
make a substantial contribution to the competitiveness of their companies. During their 
studies, they focus primarily on the pursuit of innovation driving real case projects. Ori-
ented to the innovation process, the M.Sc. in Innovation and Technology Management 
illuminates all stages of the innovation management process, from market analysis to 
idea generation all the way to concrete implementation of the idea and marketability. 

Innovation &
Technology

Management

M.Sc. in Innovation and Technology Management – Module Overview:

Qualitative and Quantitative Methods,  
Scientific Work

 ■ Introduction to Innovation Management
 ■ Interdisciplinary Scientific Work,  

Qualitative and Quantitative Methods

Leadership and Competences I
 ■ Leadership

Leadership and Competences II 
 ■ rhetoric
 ■ Development of Competences

International Management
 ■ Principles of International Management and 

Global Innovation Management
 ■ International Business
 ■ Cross-Cultural Management

Organization & Culture Innovation
 ■ Innovation Process
 ■ Structural Integration of Innovation Mgmt.

Set-up
 ■ Pictures of the future
 ■ future Trends and Scenarios
 ■ Deriving Innovation Strategies
 ■ Open and Cross Industry Innovation

Innovation and Technology Assessment and 
Implementation

 ■ Innovation Systems & Implementation Models
 ■ Innovation, Technology Assess. & Implementation

Corporate Finance
 ■ finance Management I & II
 ■ Evaluation of Innovation Processes

Marketing & Market Launch
 ■ Principles of Technology Marketing
 ■ Business Modelling
 ■ Using New Media in Marketing and Sales
 ■ Market research
 ■ Competition Analysis
 ■ Patent & Licence Law
 ■ Principles of Law
 ■ Patent and Licence Law

Environment, Customer and Innovation 
 ■ Customer and Environment
 ■ Economics of Innovation, Entrepreneurship 

and Business Strategy
 ■ Objectives and Strategic focus of Innovation / 

Product Leadership
 ■ Product Lifecycle Management

Advanced Engineering of Future Technologies
 ■ Development of future Technologies 
 ■ Special Technologies Advanced
 ■ Corporation & Innovation
 ■ Structuring & Evaluation of Corporate Projects
 ■ Leading Cross-Industry Innovation Teams

Research Future Technologies
 ■ Trends of future Technologies and 
 ■ Technology Scouting in Selected fields

Study Abroad
Part of the study abroad program includes lectures 
and seminars (currently at partner universities in 
Brazil – Double Degree*), visits and discussions at 
international chambers of commerce, local business 
associations, German and regional companies as 
well as joint ventures in these countries. 

For recents graduates with a first degree in the economic 
or natural sciences, engineering, technology etc. 

In accordance with the current study and examination regulations for the graduate Master of Science (M.Sc.) in Innovation and 

Technology Management at the Steinbeis University Berlin. 

* The basis for this is the bilateral agreement between SIBE and MAUÁ (or SIBE and the Universidade Católica) which may be 

subject to changes caused by legal or political conditions. No legal entitlement to award of the MBA title can be assumed.. 

mba double deGree option

Qualitative and Quantitative Methods, 
Scientific Work

Environment, Customer and Innovation 

Research Future Technologies & Assessment

Marketing & Market Launch

Advanced Engineering of Future Technologies

Corporate Finance & Law

International Management

Leadership and Competences

Talent Growth Curriculum (TGC)
Master of Science (M.Sc.) in Innovation and Technology Management

Technology Scouting 
and Development Plan 

(PSP 1)

Marketing Plan 
(PSP 2)

Finance Plan – Feasibility 
(PSP 3)

Globalization Plan 
(PSP 4)

Implementation Plan
(PSP 5)

     

(PSP = Project Study Paper)

  
  

Competence 
Development Plan

(PSP 6)

Seminars   THEORY   Self-Study Project documentation    PROJECT   Project paper

     Business Mentor
Project supervisor
Steinbeis Technology 
Network

Coaching by:

Development and 
implementation of 
growth-oriented, 

innovative projects in 
the company.
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2 innovation & technoloGy 
manaGement –
aerospace & testinG

master of science (m.sc.) in The Master of Science in Innovation and Technology Management is geared toward 
the individual phases of the innovation process. In the framework of their real case 
projects, our students go through the phases of market analysis to concrete imple-
mentation of the innovation, thus making a tangible contribution to the competiti-
veness of their companies. furthermore, by taking a closer look at aerospace and tes-
ting, they gain insights into the key themes of the aerospace and testing industries.

for over ten years, fTI has presented convincing innovative and prize-winning 
technological solutions. fTI has been at home in the area of test systems since its 
foundation. first active as a service provider, the company quickly established itself 
in the area of test system construction. In 2011, it introduced its product YAVE Basic 
on the market: a compact test system for the immediate generation, execution and 
verification of complex testing sequences. Under the brand YAVE (Your Advanced 
Verification Environment), fTI's solutions are based on its many years of experience 
and range from ready-to-use test systems to complex individual solutions. 
Over 160 employees now work under the umbrella of the fTI Group. In addition 
to test systems, fTI has also established itself in the areas of aircraft systems and 
industrial services.

Innovation &
Technology

Management

Our curriculum is based on the innovation process –
from brainstorming to practical implementation: 

Our cooperation partner – FTI Group:

»Aerospace & Testing«: branch-specific content:

For recents graduates after completion of their first degree 
in the natural sciences, technology, engineering and economic 
sciences as well as in a sponsoring company in the aerospace 
or testing branches. Innovation Management

Technology Management

Corporate Goals Idea Generation Selection & 
Concept

Development & 
Production

Market Launch

 ■ Introduction to the Aerospace Industry and Testing
 ■ Objectives of Innovation; Life Expectancy of Technologies
 ■ Project Management
 ■ Introduction to Industrial Design
 ■ formalities of Aviation, Systems Engineering
 ■ Testing (Testing Systems, Testing Strategies, risk Management)
 ■ Sectoral Market Analysis
 ■ Quality Management, Auditing, Supply Management
 ■ Internship – Key Activities of Testing, Test rigs, Acquisition of Subsidies
 ■ real case project Coaching by a Sectoral Expert
 ■ Industry-specific study trip to Brazil or Poland

In accordance with the current study and examination regulations for the graduate Master of Science (M.Sc.) in Innovation and 

Technology Management at the Steinbeis University Berlin. 

* The basis for this is the bilateral agreement between SIBE and MAUÁ (or SIBE and the Universidade Católica) which may be subject to 

changes caused by legal or political conditions. No legal entitlement to award of the MBA title can be assumed. 

mba double deGree option

Qualitative and Quantitative Methods, 
Scientific Work

Environment, Customer and Innovation 

Research Future Technologies & Assessment

Marketing & Market Launch

Advanced Engineering of Future Technologies

Corporate Finance & Law

International Management

Leadership and Competences

Talent Growth Curriculum (TGC)
Master of Science (M.Sc.) in Innovation and Technology Management

Technology Scouting 
and Development Plan 

(PSP 1)

Marketing Plan 
(PSP 2)

Finance Plan – Feasibility 
(PSP 3)

Globalization Plan 
(PSP 4)

Implementation Plan
(PSP 5)

     

(PSP = Project Study Paper)

  
  

Competence 
Development Plan

(PSP 6)

Seminars   THEORY   Self-Study Project documentation    PROJECT   Project paper

     Business Mentor
Project supervisor
Steinbeis Technology 
Network

Coaching by:

Development and 
implementation of 
growth-oriented, 

innovative projects in 
the company.
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double deGree options
our

To obtain the double degree, an oral defense of the Master's thesis (in Brazil) is required as 
part of the final examination.

1. week    

2. & 3. week 
   

Legal information:

The integration of the double degree is based on the bilateral agreement between SIBE and the corresponding 

partner university. (No legal entitlement to receive the MBA title can be derived in the case of changes in re-

gulatory or other conditions of this agreement.)

 ■ Seminars at the partner university

 ■ Lectures and visitation program
 ■ Completion of MBA thesis
 ■ MBA final examination 

SIBE has now launched a double degree program together with our Brazilian partner 
universities Universidade de Taubaté (UNITAU), Instituto Mauá de Tecnologia (MAUA) 
and Universidade Católica de Brasília (UCB). 

In addition to our renowned Master of Arts (M.A.), Master of Science (M.Sc.) as well as 
»CorporateMBA« titles, future students will receive the internationally recognized MBA 
awarded by our Brazilian university partners. The foundation for this is recognition of 
SIBE academic achievements and the study abroad program in Brazil, where our Mas-
ter's degree students must provide part of the required proof of performance.

Scope of examination: The examination consists of the preparation of a 30-40-page MBA 
thesis written in English. This corresponds to a real Case Paper (rCP) completed during 
the 24-month Master's program and is simultaneously counted as one in Germany:

 ■ rCP 4: Globalization Plan (M.A. in General Management)
 ■ rCP 6: Internationalization Plan (M.Sc. in International Management)

2
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The SIBE MBA qualifies the students through the quality of the program taught in English 
and an extensive network. During the course of the studies, the students work on real-life 
entrepreneurial challenges, which enables them to develop their individual competences. 
The SIBE provides them with its global network in Europe, Asia and the USA and supports 
the systematical competence development of the students through the SIBE-Kompetenz-
Einschätzung (SIBE competence assessment SKE-Center®).

Economics
 ■ Macroeconomics
 ■ Microeconomics
 ■ Managerial Economics

Law
 ■ Principles of Law
 ■ Legal framework and fields of Activity for 

Executives

Project Management & Organization
 ■ Interdisciplinary Scientific Work
 ■ Methods of Project Planning and  

Management
 ■ Information Systems Management
 ■ Organizational Management
 ■ Operations Management

Entrepreneurship & Strategy
 ■ Principles of Practical Corporate Management
 ■ Principles of Entrepreneurship
 ■ Innovation Management
 ■ Management of Strategies
 ■ Business Strategy
 ■ Corporate Strategy

Marketing
 ■ Principles of Marketing
 ■ Market research
 ■ Marketing and Sales Management

Accounting & Corporate Finance
 ■ Principles of Accounting
 ■ financial Analysis
 ■ financial reporting and Controlling
 ■ Principles of Corporate finance
 ■ Models and Systems

International Management
 ■ Principles of foreign Trade
 ■ Principles of International Management
 ■ Cross-Cultural Management

Leadership & Competences
 ■ Leadership
 ■ Organizational Behavior
 ■ human resource Management
 ■ Personality
 ■ Development of Competences

study abroad
Part of the study abroad program includes lec-
tures and seminars (currently at partner universi-
ties in China & the USA), visits and discussions at 
international chambers of commerce, local busi-
ness associations, German and regional compa-
nies as well as joint ventures in these countries.

mba in General management – Module Overview:

for young professionals with 2-5 years of working experiences.

Fundamentals of General Management

Economics

Law

Project Management & Organization

Corporate Leadership & Strategy

Marketing

Financing & Controlling

International Management

Master of Business Administration (MBA) in General Management

Seminars   THEORY   Self-study Project documentation    PROJECT   Project paper

Talent Growth Curriculum (TGC)

Development and 
implementation of 
growth-oriented, 

innovative projects 
in the company

Coaching by:
Business Mentor
Project supervisor
Faculty

(PDP = Project Documentation Paper)

Project and Goals
(PDP 1)

Marketing and 
Sales Plan
(PDP 2)

Finance Plan
(PDP 3)

Globalization Plan 
(PDP 4)

Competence 
Development Plan

(PDP 5)
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In accordance with the current study and examination regulations for the postgraduate Master of Business Administration 

(MBA) in General Management at the Steinbeis University Berlin.

(mba) in General manaGement
master of business administration2
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abroad
study

A circa three-week period of study 
abroad is an integral component of the 
SIBE Master's program.
Young executives are increasingly ex-
pected to be able to develop and imple-
ment strategies and measures in a global 
context. In addition, internationalization 
and networks of economic relationships 
as well as new types of communication 
have greatly developed in recent years. 
Traditional management knowledge is no 
longer sufficient for success in business. 
Intercultural skills are in demand!

Anyone who wants to work success-
fully with people of other cultures must 

be prepared to deal with them on their 
own terms. The declared goal of inter-
national study at SIBE is thus to provide 
German Master's students with a mean-
ingful combination of activities that ac-
quaints them with the mentality, culture, 
economy, research and development of a 
foreign country. In addition, the special 
situation of German companies in the 
respective partner country are also high-
lighted.

Currently, the growth markets and inno-
vation drivers Brazil, China, the USA and 
Poland are being visited.

For Master's students in Germany

2
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study proJects
eXamples of

1. Projects for developing and introducing new /  
    optimized products and services

2. Projects for opening new / optimized markets

4. Projects to set up new / optimized, international suppliers

3. Projects for developing and introducing new / optimized products and 
    organizational structures

5. Projects for developing and introducing new / optimized  
   business products and production methods

 ■ »Evaluation and assessment of the market for iPhone-Entertainment«, Kalypso Media GmbH 
 ■ »Market introduction of the MES-ErP integration IT service«, Siemens AG 
 ■ »The Strategic hexagon«, Hexagon Metrology GmbH 
 ■ »Strategic Development in the 'public customers' business unit«, Steinbeis-Beratungszentren GmbH 

 ■ »Development of Controlling in the Engineering Layout System development department in the 
Automotive Technology business area«, Robert Bosch GmbH 

 ■ »Improvement of communication«, Landesverband Baden-Württemberg der Lebenshilfe
 ■ »Evaluation and optimization of business processes for Mergers & Acquisitions«,  

h&z Unternehmensberatung AG
 ■ »Development and structuring of internal communications«, Mercedes-AMG GmbH
 ■ »Qualitative development of a distribution channel based on the example of agency service«, 

Uelzener Versicherungen

 ■ »Concept for the development of new markets in South America«, STEMME AG 
 ■ »New markets and growth opportunities«, Voith Paper GmbH 
 ■ »The key success factors of a communication strategy based on the example of the target group 

of industrial analysts«, T-Systems International GmbH 
 ■ »University marketing« Bosch Power Tools 
 ■ »from producer to service provider. Marketing planning for the repositioning of faller as a 

supplier of pharmaceutical services«, August Faller KG

 ■ »Analysis of the global methanol market in general and the Chinese market in particular«, BASF AG

 ■ »Development of a field service for nationwide marketing of the 'Stromfond' product in the  
industrial customers segment«, MVV Energie AG

 ■ »Communication, empowerment, knowledge transfer – foundations of organizational  
development«,  Daimler AG

 ■ »Organizational development in Klinic Esslingen (KE) to generate growth«, 
Klinikum Esslingen

 ■ »relocation of production and development resonsibility for mobile C arms to China – Project C2C«, 
Siemens Healthcare

2

REAL CASE PROJECTS:
REAL LIFE BUSINESS 

INTEGRATED 
IN STUDIES
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Projekte 
zur Entwicklung 

und Einführung neuer 
Projekte/Dienstleistungen

Projekte zur Erschließung
neuer Absatzmärkte

Projekte zur Erschließung
Absatzmärktemmmmzmzmneuer Abs

Projekte 
zur Entwicklung 

und Einführung neuer ühühfüfühhhh ununununggüüüüfüfü nnnnnn
stleistungenssttististuuProjekte/Dienste/De/De/De/D eeenenstststst

Projects to 
launch or develop 

new products or services 

Project to open 
new markets 
or optimze 
market performance

Projects to identify 
or implement

 new manufacturing 
processes or 

business processes

Projects for the 
Development of New 

National / Inter-
national Suppliers

Project to 
create growth 
through business 
optimization
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proGrams
laW

FRAMEWORK

LOCATION

START

PROGRAM FEE

STUDENTS SALARY

TRAVEL EXPENSES

MASTER OF LAWS
IN INTERNATIONAL 

BUSINESS LAW

COURSE
LANGUAGE

MASTER OF LAWS
IN JURISDICTION

Individually agreed
(The student has to pay a monthly tuition fee 

of 500 Euro to SIBE)*

Furthermore travel expenses are incurred 
for seminars and international study trips 

(Costs vary, depending on the participants home country)*

Stuttgart, Berlin, Nuremberg, 
study abroad in the USA and Brazil

1-2 courses / year

1,070 Euro monthly plus tax*

12 months, 50 days of attendance seminars

German + English

TARGET GROUP
Law School graduates 

with 1st or 2nd State Examination 
(career entrants or experienced practitioners)

3

* Precise information on our current program fees is available under www.steinbeis-sibe.de.
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international business laW
master of laWs (ll.m.) in 

With the Master of Laws in International Business Law, our students expand their in-
ternational orientation for global law firms and companies as well as their knowled-
ge about foreign legal systems. During their studies, they work independently on 
international mandates and legal issues as well as learn about the legal background 
of the global economy. The focus lies on the growing market of Brazil and the legal 
system of the USA.

LLM
International
Business Law

Basics
 ■ Business and Legal English
 ■ National and International Contract Law
 ■ European Law and system of the EU
 ■ form of contract 

Contracts for the Sale of Goods
 ■ Contracts of National and International  

Sale of Goods
 ■ National and International Creditors  

Security Law 

Commercial Law
 ■ National and International Commercial Law
 ■ Basics of National and International Antitrust/

Competition Law
 ■ National and International Industrial property 

and Copyright (Law) 

Corporate Law
 ■ National and International Corporate Law, 

Corporation Law and Group Law
 ■ Mergers and Acquisitions
 ■ National and International form of  

Corporate Contracts
 ■ Basics of National and International  

Insolvency Law
 ■ Corporate Governance 

Business Law and Fiscal Law 
 ■ National and International Business Law
 ■ National and International Public  

Economic Law
 ■ Basics of National and International Capital 

Markets Law
 ■ Basics of National and International Corporate 

Taxation Law 

Employment and Labour Law
 ■ National and International Employment and 

Labour Law
 ■ National and International right of residence 

and right of Labour Permit 

Development of Personality and competences
 ■ Contract Negotiations/ Conduct of Negotiations 

/ Conflict Management
 ■ Intercultural Competence
 ■ Competence Management

Litigation
 ■ Constitution of National and International 

Justice
 ■ Confession and Enforcement of National and 

International Decisions
 ■ National and International Mediation and 

arbitral Jurisdication

LL.M. in International Business Law – Module Overview:

Basement

Contracts for the Sale of Goods

Commercial Law

Corporate Law

Business Law and Fiscal Law

Employment and Labor Law

Development of Personality and Competences

Talent Growth Curriculum (TGC)
Master of Laws (LL.M.) in International Business Law

3 application-oriented 
and project-related 

project studies

Processing cross-border 
cases, mandate and 

questions of law

Coaching by:
Business Mentor
Faculty

Seminars   THEORY   Self-Study Project documentation    PROJECT   Project work

Litigation

The Master's program for judges, prosecutors and lawyers who 
wish to compare jurisdiction in Germany, the USA and Brazil and 
gain insights into foreign legal systems and legal cultures!

In accordance with the current study and examination regulations for the postgraduate Master of Laws (LL.M.) 

in International Business Law at the Steinbeis University Berlin.

3
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Jurisdiction
master of laWs (ll.m.) in 

The Master of Laws in Jurisdiction compares jurisdiction in Germany, the USA and 
Brazil. The program is aimed at judges, prosecutors and lawyers who wish to acquaint 
themselves with foreign legal systems and legal cultures. During their studies, they 
reflect and work independently on cases against the backdrop of comparative legal 
studies and learn to handle cases and processes more efficiently.

LLM
Jurisdiction

Introduction with an International Perspective
 ■ Introduction into the methods of comparative 

law and basics structures of Brazilian/Latin 
American, US and European legal orders

 ■ Legal and Business English 

Civil Law and Penal Law in Germany with a 
comparative perspective to Brazil and USA 

 ■ Introductions into Civil Law
 ■ German jurisdiction 
 ■ Civil Procedure 
 ■ Law of enforcement and bankruptcy law
 ■ German system and law of the legal profession
 ■ Introduction into penal law
 ■ System, function and organisation of the 

penal jurisdiction
 ■ Organisation of the public prosecutors office
 ■ Preliminary proceedings and Penal Procedure
 ■ Extradition

Civil Law and Penal Law in USA with a com-
parative perspective to Brazil and Germany

 ■ System and organisation of the civil jurisdiction
 ■ Sources of law and system of case law
 ■ Structure of the system and law of the legal 

profession
 ■ System and organisation of the penal jurisdiction
 ■ System and organisation of United States 

Attorneys und District Attorneys
 ■ Preliminary proceedings and Penal Procedure
 ■ rules on evidence and the jury system

Constitutional & administrative jurisdiction 
with a comparative view between USA, Brazil 
& Germany / Finalities & basic structures of 
the European Union & Fundamental & Human 
Rights in the perspective of national, regional 
& international law

 ■ Introductions to the constitutional and admi-
nistrative law with a comparative view

 ■ The German federal Constitutional Court and 
U.S.Supreme Court

 ■ Administrative and constitutional jurisdiction 
(incl. procedure)

 ■ finalities and structures of the European 
Union and the Council of Europe

 ■ Economic integration in Europe and coopera-
tion with third countries

 ■ Jurisdiction in Europe
 ■ fundamental and human rights in the perspec-

tive of national, regional and international law

Management
 ■ Project management
 ■ Process management
 ■ Management of goals and strategy

Development of personality and competences
 ■ Self-management and time management
 ■ Intercultural Competence
 ■ Competence Management

LL.M. in Jurisdiction – Module Overview:

Introduction with an International Perspective

Management

Development of personality and competences

Civil Law & Penal Law in Germany with
 a comparative perspective

Civil Law & Penal Law in USA with
 a comparative perspective

Constitutional and administrative jurisdiction
with a comparative view

Finalities & basic structures of the European 
Union and Fundamental & Human Rights with 

the perspective of national, 
regional and international law

Talent Growth Curriculum (TGC)
Master of Laws (LL.M) Jurisdiction

Application-oriented 
and project-related 

transfer work

reflecting cases
with a comparative 
view and expand 
knowledge about 

foreign legal 
systems

Seminars   THEORY   Self-study Project documentation    PROJECT   Project work

the master's program for judges, prosecutors and lawyers who 
wish to learn about jurisdiction in Germany, the usa and brazil 
from a comparative law perspective. 
insights into foreign legal systems and legal cultures!

In accordance with the current study and examination regulations for the postgraduate Master of Laws (LL.M.) 

in Jurisdiction at the Steinbeis University Berlin.

3
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4 proGrams
corporate

The School of International Business and 
Entrepreneurship (SIBE) implements tai-
lor-made business programs together 
with companies. These programs benefit 
companies by focusing on their specific 
entrepreneurial, strategic and organiz-
ational challenges as well as their com-
petitive advantages. Companies that 
choose such programs have various 
choices. They can develop new courses 
and degrees with our experts, or they can 
rely on our proven and accredited Mas-
ter's programs but adapt them to their 
specific needs:

 ■ The programs are designed specifi-
cally to meet the situation of emplo-
yed professionals and managers in 
the respective companies 

 ■ Instructors have expertise in the 
company's branch 

 ■ Specific courses can be optionally 
incorporated into the curriculum. 

 ■ If rooms are available, in-house se-
minars can be held on the company's 
premises.

CORPORATE
PROGRAMS

Corporate programs are characterized by the strong relationships between companies 
that sponsor projects, the students and SIBE; the practical projects of students opti-
mally link theory and practice.
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5 administration (dba) poland
doctor of business

THEORY    APPLIED

Doctor of Business Administration (DBA) Poland

Financial Market Instruments

Advanced Marketing

Corporate Finance

Strategic Management 
and Business Policy

Enterprise Competitiveness

International Human Resource 
Management

Innovation and Growth

Decision Making

Leadership

International Capital Market

Negotiation Techniques

Organizational Development
and Change

Research Paper

Publication in 
a scientific journal

Coaching 
by SIBE

International Business Law

Company Value Management

Contemporary IT Technologies

Economic Policy

Statistical Analysis

Theory of Business Enterprise

International Business Culture 
and Communication

Family Business

Entrepreneurship

Research and Writing

World Political and 
Economic Systems

Change Management

Organizational Behavior

Individually tailored & executive DBA program for SIBE alumni.

target group: Graduates of SIBE Master's programs in cooperation with the Polish 
Academy of Sciences (Polska Akademia Nauk).

partners:
 ■ Polish Academy of Sciences (PAN), Warsaw, Poland (www.pan.pl) 

admission requirements: SIBE M.A., M.Sc. or MBA degree. Successful completion of 
the SIBE selection process.

program: The DBA program is a two-year course of study using blended learning 
methods, which combines four semesters – each with two one-week modules with 
classroom seminars – and web-based training courses. The first two semesters are 
organized by SIBE in Germany (Berlin and Stuttgart). After the eighth module, par-
ticipants present a research paper. Students are individually coached by SIBE lecturers 
during their entire course of study. The prerequisite for obtaining the DBA is publishing 
a paper on an application-oriented problem in a scientific journal.
The studies can be continued to achieve a PhD at the INE PAN.

length of program: 2 years

language of instruction: English

degree: After successful completion, the Doctor of Business Administration (DBA) 
from the Polish Academy of Sciences (PAN) is awarded.

For all SIBE alumni.

In accordance with the current study and examination regulations for the postgraduate Doctor of Business Administration (DBA) 

at the Polish Academy of Sciences.
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doctoral studies
talent GroWth curriculum 

As a private, state-recognized university 
with the right to award doctorates, the 
Steinbeis University Berlin (SUB) offers a 
three-year work integrating doctoral pro-
gram. With this program, the SUB coope-
rates with SIBE working professionals to 
research in an application- and transfer-
based manner. Students ultimately com-
plete a doctorate in the economic sciences 
(Dr. rer. oec.).
The Steinbeis University Berlin (SUB) fol-

lows an innovative path with its so-called 
Talent Growth Curriculum (TGC), both in 
terms of content and organization: During 
the entire course of doctoral studies, stu-
dents work on a project in a company or 
organization and research a scientifically 
founded and generally relevant solution to 
the problems of the company or organiza-
tion's internal situation. During the entire 
course of study, students receive a salary 
that they individually negotiate.

For students with a Master's degree who wish to research 
further in an application- and transfer-oriented area.

With our Talent Growth Curriculum doctoral program, we enable excellent and highly 
motivated employees and managers to conduct research not in addition to, but as 
an integral part of their profession, and finally to complete their work with a doctor-
ate. Working on a scientifically based solution for economic problems in the corpo-
rate context results in advantages for all parties. Doctoral candidates improve their 
employability and future professional situation through the self-actualization that 
comes from independent research. Companies profit from the newly created knowl-
edge of these doctoral candidates and can further develop their competitiveness. 
Last but not least, the entire academic community gains from the newly published 
knowledge.

Entrepreneurship
 ■ Leadership education
 ■ Creative personalities 

Human Resources:
 ■ Success factors for personnel
 ■ Personnel and management development
 ■ Management and personality
 ■ Skill & competence management 

Innovation, competitiveness,  
growth and globalization:

 ■ Innovation management
 ■ Globalization / International management as 

success factors 
 ■ Management

Research focuses of SIBE:

This has many advantages for students, 
companies and science: Students research 
practical problems, companies profit from 
scientifically founded solutions and science 
obtains valuable impulses. Many SUB doc-
toral students get their research projects 
from companies where they have worked 
for a number of years. There, the work in-
tegrating doctoral program is primary a 
measure to increase the company loyalty 
of excellent, highly motivated employees.

The intensive support that students get in 
regular meetings with their advisors and in 
mandatory colloquia held during the ent-
ire doctoral program is an essential com-
ponent of the Talent Growth Curriculum 
(TGC) concept.

6
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international campus
overvieW international proGrams
international proGrams
Global eXecutive mba (Gemba) 
– Germany / braZil / usa / india / china
campus sWitZerland

m.sc. in international manaGement
campus poland

m.a. in General manaGement poland / mba
campus braZil
     m.a. in General manaGement / mba braZil

m.sc. in international manaGement / mba braZil
m.sc. in innovation & technoloGy manaGement / mba braZil
ll.m. in international business laW
ll.m. in Jurisdiction
eXecutive education

campus china
     m.e. china / mba
campus usa
campus india
     mba / certificate india
study abroad

68 - 69
70 - 71
72 - 73

74 - 75
76 - 77
78 - 79
80 - 81
82 - 83
84 - 85
86 - 87
88 - 89
90 - 91
92 - 93
94 - 95
96 - 97
98 - 99

100 - 101
102 - 103
104 - 105
106 - 107

1
2
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8
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GLOBALEXECUTIVE MBA

BRAZIL / INDIA / CHINA / 
USA / GERMANY

LL.M. 
Double Degree:

M.A. International Management / MBA
M.Sc. Innovation & Technology 

Management / MBA
M.Sc. in International Management / MBA

Certificate courses for executives

LL.M.: Law students (1st State Examina-
tion or bar examination), law graduates

M.A.: 1st degree

M.Sc. ITM: 1st degree and at least 4 CP 
in Economics

M.Sc. IM: 1st degree and at least 60 CP 
in Economics

Successful completion of the selection 
processes of both the SIBE and Brazilian 

partner universities 

Respective contracts with a partner 
company

BRAZIL

Escola Paulista da Magistratura (EPM),
Instituto Euvaldo Lodi (IEL, Brazilian 
Industrial Association) and Brazilian 

partner universities

Brazil,
Study abroad in Germany

LL.M.: Study abroad 
(optionally additional) in the USA

E-Campus / Web-Based Training

www.epm.tjsp.jus.br

www.portaldaindustria.com.br/iel/

www.steinbeis-sibe.de

2 years

CHINA

Double Degree:
MBA / ME

Certificate courses for executives

Tongji University

Tongji University: Shanghai, 
Study abroad in Germany

E-Campus / Web-based Trainings

www.sem-international.tongji.edu.cn/
index/index.asp

www.steinbeis-sibe.de
 

High potentials with a 
1st degree and at least 3 years of 

professional experience

Successful completion of the SIBE and 
Tongji University selection process

Contract with a partner company

3 years

MBA / Certificate

INDIA

SIBM: Pune, 
Study abroad in Germany

E-Campus / Web-based Trainings

www.sibm.edu/

www.steinbeis-sibe.de

High potentials with a 
1st degree and at least 2 years of 

professional experience

Successful completion of the SIBE and 
SIBM University selection process

Contract with a partner company

2 years

POLAND

Brazil, Germany China, Germany India, Germany

SWITZERLAND

English English English

GEMBA:
2 MBA Grade (PUC, SIBE), 

3 Certificates (Tsinghua, UCSD)

High performers with at least 3 years of 
professional experience in a leadership 

position

Successful completion of the SIBE 
selection process

Contract with a partner company

Universidade Católica Unisantos 
(UNISANTOS), Santos;

Symbiosis Institute of Business 
Management (SIBM), Bangalore;

School of Economics &Management - 
Tsinghua University (SEM), Beijing,

University of California (UCSD)*
(subject to modifications)

UNISANTOS: Santos (1 week),
SIBM: Banglore (1 week),

SEM: Beijing (1 week),
UCSD, Extension: San Diego (2 weeks),

SIBE: Stuttgart / Berlin (2 weeks),
E-Campus / Web-based Trainings

www.unisantos.br,
www.sibm.edu.in

www.sem.tsinghua.edu.cn
portalweb/appmanager/portal/semEN,

www.extension.ucsd.edu,
www.steinbeis-sibe.de,
www.sibe-gemba.com

2 years

PROGRAMS

PROGRAM 
PARTNERS

ADMISSION 
REQUIREMENTS

LENGTH OF STUDY

STUDY LOCATIONS

FURTHER 
INFORMATION 
ON PARTNERS

Double Degree:
M.A. International Management / MBA

Executive Program: DBA

Institute of Economics at the Polish 
Academy of Sciences (INE PAN)

INE PAN: Warschau (1 year), 
SIBE: Berlin, Stuttgart (1 year),

DBA: 
SIBE: Berlin, Stuttgart (1st year),
INE PAN: Warschau (2nd year)

E-Campus / Web-based Trainings 

www.inepan.waw.pl/en/

www.steinbeis-sibe.de

M.A. / MBA: High-potential employees 
with a 1st degree,

Successful completion of the SIBE and 
INE PAN selection process 

Contract with a partner company

DBA: M.A., M.Sc. or MBA graduates of 
the SIBE

2 years

Double Degree:
M.Sc. International Management 
with MBA Double Degree Option

Brazil, India, China, USA, GermanyCAMPUS Poland, GermanySwitzerland, Germany, Brazil or Poland

Institute for Marketing 
and Corporate Management (IMU) 

at the University of Bern

Stuttgart, Berlin
Study abroad in Brazil or Poland

E-Campus / Web-Based Training

www.imu.unibe.ch

www.steinbeis-sibe.de

2 years

High potentials with a 1st degree 
and at least 60 CP 

in Economics

Successful completion of the SIBE 
selection process

Contract with a partner company

EnglishCOURSE
LANGUAGE

EnglishGerman + English

Symbiosis Institute of Business 
Management (SIBM)

1 international proGrams
overvieW

With its prestigious partner universities in Switzerland, Poland, Brazil, China, India and the United 
States, SIBE markets a variety of its Talent Growth Curriculum that are adapted to local require-
ments. This enables candidates to pursue their work integrating studies in these countries.
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usa

braZil

russia

india

chinam.sc. / mba   S. 76 - 77

m.a. / mba  S. 80 - 81
dba       S. 62 - 63

Gemba      S. 72 - 73
m.a. / mba         S. 84 - 85
m.sc. / mba         S. 86 - 87
mba / mba          S. 88 - 89
ll.m. ibl                S. 90 - 91
ll.m. Jurisdiction     S. 92 - 93
executive education  S. 94 - 95

mba / certificate  S. 104 - 105

Gemba  S. 72 - 73
ll.m. ibl            S. 56 - 57
ll.m. Jurisdiction  S. 58 - 59

Gemba    S. 72 - 73

me / mba    S. 98 - 99

proGrams
international2

Institute of Economics
Polish Academy of Sciences
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Global eXecutive mba (Gemba)3 Germany / braZil / usa / india / china
the corporate Global executive mba program is intended for working 
managers who are part of a cohort sponsored by their employer. the 
corporate Gemba degree program combines general and customized 
managerial education.

In accordance with the current study and examination regulations for the postgraduate Master of Business Administration (MBA) 

in General Management at the Steinbeis University Berlin.

Master Thesis
=

Business Plan

Final Exam:
Conducted 

out of 
Germany

T O T A L  PR OGR AM  L EN G T H :  24  MO NT H S

Knowledge & Skill 
Transfer:

Online

Knowledge & Skill 
Transfer:

Online

Knowledge & Skill 
Transfer:

Online

Knowledge & Skill 
Transfer:

Online

Qualification

2 weeks in-person in 
Germany 

@SIBE, Stuttgart: 

Project Management 
& Organization, 
Leadership & 
Personality 

Development

Qualification

1 week in-person in  
Brazil

@UNISANTOS, 
Santos

Entrepreneurship, 
Innovation & 
Strategy, Law

Qualification

2 week in-person in  
USA 

@UCSD, Extension, 
San Diego

Marketing & Sales

Qualification

1 week in-person in  
India

@SIBM,
Bangalore

Accounting
& Finance

Leadership taught at each location with regional cultural perspective, 
Personality development – periodic sessions

Concurrent services – conducted out of Germany:
Real-case project coaching, Program administration, Student services

Application to 
Competence:

Real-Case-Paper:
Competence 

Development Plan

Application to 
Competence:

Real-Case-Paper:
Strategy Plan

Application to 
Competence:

Real-Case-Paper:
Marketing & 
Sales Plan

Application to 
Competence:

Real-Case-Paper:
Finance Plan

Knowledge & Skill 
Transfer:

Online

Qualification

1 week in-person in  
China

@Tsinghua 
University,

Beijing

International 
Management

Application to 
Competence:

Real-Case-Paper:
Globalization Plan

This international learning experience immerses working professionals in core busi-
ness disciplines from a global perspective. Professionals come to the program from 
different locations of the company around the world, meeting for one- to two-week 
teaching modules in Europe, South America, North America, South Asia and East Asia. 
The locations can as well be aligned to alternative locations of the companies e.g. in 
the Middle East or South Africa.

Admission requirements: first degree of minimum Bachelor’s level, and a minimum 
of two years of significant managerial experience including disciplinary and/or budg-
etary responsibilities. Successful completion of the SIBE selection procedure.

Program: This unique general management program involves five short-term inter-
national residencies, online learning and real case projects. Participants not only study 
at local universities but visit local businesses, meet local managers, cases and simula-
tions addressing real challenges facing their company locally. Students learn from 
their peers who are international managers from diverse backgrounds and cultures.

SIBE GEMBA is designed to be completed work-integrated while participants continue 
their work as managers. The 24-month-long program leads to separate MBA degrees 
from two exceptional, internationally recognized universities.
Work integrating curriculum: adds immediate value to the participants’ employers

Global network: Cohorts meet altogether five times in blocks and collaborate online 
in a structured set-up on SIBE’s E-Campus between residencies.

residencies are:
 ■ Two weeks in Germany at the SIBE in Berlin and Stuttgart or on-site in the  

partnering company.
 ■ One week in São Paulo in Brasil, at the Universidade Católica Unisantos
 ■ Two weeks in San Diego and the Silicon Valley in the US at the University of 

California, San Diego
 ■ One week in Bangalore in India at the Symbiosis Institute of Business  

Management, Bangalore
 ■ One week in Beijing, China at the Tsinghua University.

Length of program: 24 months

Language of instruction: English

Degree: two separate MBA degrees
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4 sWitZerland
campus

Switzerland and Germany have close political, economic and cultural ties – last but not least due to 
the fact that German is a language common to the largest part of Switzerland. Germany remains Swit-
zerland's most important commercial trading partner by far. In 2011, the volume of bilateral trade was 
nearly 100 billion Swiss francs (Chf) and thus, over one quarter of Switzerland's total foreign trade. 
The significance of Switzerland for Germany's foreign trade is only exceeded outside of the European 
internal market by the USA and China. In addition, Switzerland and Germany are also closely linked 
through direct investments. The Deutsche Bundesbank statistics for 2009 (the most recent figures) show 
that there are 1,251 German companies in Switzerland with annual revenues of 74.5 billion euros and 
123,000 employees. Swiss involvement in Germany is even stronger. Statistics show 1,552 Swiss compa-
nies in Germany with annual revenues of 117 billion euros and 344,000 employees*.

 ■ Institut for Marketing and Corporate Management (IMU), University of Bern, 
Switzerland (www.imu.unibe.ch)   

 ■ M.Sc. in International Management

Globalization – borders and markets are merging. A comprehensive understanding of the economy, in-
cluding knowledge of global interrelationships, is more important than ever to develop and implement 
successful, future-oriented business methods. With our unique TGC and didactic methods, our M.Sc. in 
International Management program results in capable young globalists who can actively and success-
fully shape their company's future.

The University of Bern offers a program for the highest demands. It is characterized by 
international top performance in selected areas as well as high study and living quality 
and by an attractive social, economic and political environment surrounding the uni-
versity. The roots of the University of Bern date back to the sixteenth century. Today, it 
is one of ten full universities in Switzerland with over 15,000 students. Its Institute for 
Marketing and Corporate Management primarily focuses on price and brand research.

* http://www.auswaertiges-amt.de (08.02.2013)

mba double deGree option



international manaGement
schWeiZ / mba

master of science (m.sc.) in

for young graduates who have focused on economics and earned 
their first degree; in cooperation with the university of bern's 
institute for marketing and management (imu) and companies 
with headquarters in switzerland. 
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4

* The basis for this is the bilateral agreement between SIBE and MAUÁ (or SIBE and the Universidade Católica) which may 

be subject to changes caused by legal or political conditions. No legal entitlement to award of the MBA title can be assumed.

In accordance with the current study and examination regulations for the graduate Master of Science (M.Sc.) in International Management at 

the Steinbeis University Berlin.

mba double deGree option

Globalization – borders and markets are merging. A comprehensive understanding of 
the economy, including knowledge of global interrelationships, is more important than 
ever to develop and implement successful, future-oriented business methods. With our 
unique TGC and didactic methods, our M.Sc. in International Management program 
develops capable young globalists who can actively and successfully shape their com-
pany's future.

M.Sc. in International Management – Module Overview:

Fundamentals of International 
Management

 ■ International Management 1
 ■ International Management 3

Fundamentals of Foreign Trade
 ■ International Management 2
 ■ International Management 4

Practical Corporate Management
 ■  Project Management
 ■  Objectives of International Management

Information Management & Analysis
 ■ Qualitative and Quantitative Methods 
 ■ research Management
 ■ Market Analysis

Strategy Management & Organization     
 ■ Strategies of International Management
 ■ International Organizational Management

Sourcing & Sales
 ■ Marketing & Sales in  

International Management
 ■ International Sourcing and  

Purchasing Management
 ■ International Logistics Management

Innovation, Quality & Production
Management

 ■ International Development and  
Production Management

 ■ International Quality Management

International Financial Management
 ■ International financial Management 1
 ■ International financial Management 2

International Business Law

Business English

Personal Development, Leadership &
Human Resources Management

 ■ Leadership and Personality
 ■ International hr

International Management and
Intercultural Management  

Study Abroad
Part of the study abroad program includes lec-
tures and seminars (currently at partner uni-
versities in Brazil – Double Degree*), visits and 
discussions at international chambers of com-
merce, local business associations, German and 
regional companies as well as joint ventures in 
these countries. 

Real Case Project Colloquium
Experts from the field mentor students during 
the two-year period of study.

Fundamentals

Practical Corporate Management

Analysis

Strategy & Organization

Sourcing & Sales

Innovation, Quality, Production

Financing & Controlling

Law & Business English

Talent Growth Curriculum (TGC)
Master of Science (M.Sc.) in International Management

Definition of the 
Study Project Plan: 
Project and Goals

(PSP 1)

Market Analysis
(PSP 2)

Strategy Plan
(PSP 3)

Marketing, Sales / 
Purchasing Plan 

(PSP 4)

Finance Plan
(PSP 5)

Internationalization 
Plan (PSP 6)

(PSP = Project Study Paper)
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Internationalization

     Business Mentor
Project supervisor
Faculty

Development and 
implementation of 
growth-oriented, 

innovative projects in 
the company.

Coaching by:

Seminars   THEORY   Self-Study Project documentation    PROJECT   Project paper
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campus
poland

The close and highly diverse German-Polish relations are shaped by very good and intensive economic 
cooperation. After Poland's accession to the EU in 2004, German-Polish trade has continued to develop 
dynamically over the years. While Germany has been Poland's most important trading partner by far for 
many years, Poland's importance for the German economy is continuously growing. 
In terms of foreign direct investments in Poland, German companies are in first place – both in number 
as well as in the amount of investments. Germany also attracts many Polish companies, which increas-
ingly invest and create jobs, including the areas of mineral oil, chemicals, IT, trade and services.

M.A. in International Management Poland / MBA
Doctor of Business Administration (DBA) Poland

In cooperation with the Polish Academy of Sciences (Polska Akademia Nauk), SIBE offers a double degree 
program and a Doctor of Business Administration. The seminars in Berlin, Stuttgart and Warsaw are held 
in English.

The Institute of Economics of the Polska Akademia Nauk (INE PAN) is the leading Polish 
center in the economic sector. The institute regularly publishes two journals: Economic 
Studies and Polish Economy – forecasts and Opinions. furthermore, it also releases 
monographs and papers that report on current research advances.

 ■ Polska Akademia Nauk (PAN), Warsaw, Poland (www.pan.pl)

5
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poland / mba 
m.a. in General manaGement

Corporate Financial Analysis

Talent Growth Curriculum (TGC)
Master of Arts (M.A.) in General Management

Development and 
implementation of 
growth-oriented, 

innovative projects 
in the company.

    Coaching by:
        Business Mentor
        Project supervisor
        Professor        

(PSP = Project Study Paper)

Legal Issues in Business

International Business Communication

Economic Forecasting and Crises

Methods of Project Management

Marketing Strategies

Decision Making

Human Resource Management

Contemporary Approaches in Economic Theory 

Techniques of Negotiations

Organizational Behavior

Accounting and Cost-Benefit Analysis

Strategic Management

Research, Writing and Presentation

Competence Management

International Management

Seminars   THEORY   Self-Study Project documentation    PROJECT   Project paper

Project and Goals
(PSP 1)

Marketing and
Sales Plan

(PSP 2)

Finance Plan
(PSP 3)

Globalization Plan
(PSP 4)

Competence 
Development Plan 

(PSP 5)

Two degrees of two renowned European institutions: focus on Polish-German 
business relationship.

partners:
 ■ Polish Academy of Sciences (PAN), Warsaw, Poland (www.pan.pl) 

admission requirements: Bachelor's degree in any discipline successful completion 
of the SIBE selection process. Contract with a sponsoring partner company.

program: All seminars in the first academic year take place in Warsaw; seminars in the 
second academic year take place in Berlin and Stuttgart. The defense of the Master's 
thesis takes place in Warsaw. Each semester has two modules with five-day classroom 
seminars each. In addition, blended learning methods help students complete self-
organized tasks and web-based training seminars in the E-Campus.

Goals: Selection and qualification of young, upwardly mobile European managers in 
the context of a practice-oriented, cooperative German-Polish university program.

length of program: 2 years

Language of instruction: English

degree: Master of Business Administration (MBA) from INE PAN. SIBE M.A. in General 
Management

For Central and Eastern European junior managers.

In accordance with the current study and examination regulations for the graduate Master of Arts (M.A.) in General Management at the 

Steinbeis University Berlin.

double deGree

5
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campus6 braZil
The close relationship between Brazil and Germany has a long tradition. Germany is one of Brazil's most 
important trading partners. Today, both countries want to respond to the challenges of the 21st century 
with their »Strategic Partnership«. Policy, economy, culture, education, science, sustainable development 
and sports are the topics that determine this partnership. The highest level of practical qualification 
is an important requirement for technological and innovative leaps and the prerequisite for economic 
progress in both countries.

To assist companies develop global managers, IEL/CNI – in cooperation with SIBE and its study programs 
featuring lecturers and professors with profound business experience – provides professional support 
for companies wishing to expand their capacity for innovation and competitiveness, thus increasing 
growth in Brazil. 

 ■ Global Executive MBA (GEMBA): 
International and interdisciplinary Executive MBA in cooperation with partner universities from 
China, the USA and Germany.  

 ■ Double Degree Programs: 
Brazilian MBAs are awarded in combination with a SIBE M.A. or M.Sc.

 ■ Master of Laws (LL.M): 
The Master of Laws (LL.M.) in International Business Law and Master of Laws (LL.M.) in Jurisdiction 
are offered. 

 ■ Certificate course in cooperation with IEL:  
Advanced Certificate for executives in management, innovation and technology

In the Executive education area as well as in management development, the Brazilian 
Industrial Association CNI and its training institute, the Instituto Euvaldo Lodi (IEL), 
play a determining role nationwide. IEL is represented in all of Brazil's 27 states. All 
together, the country has 103 independent service offices that simultaneously serve 
as so-called satellites.

IEL focuses primarily on consultation services for managers as well as the development 
of management skills in companies and is the preferred partner of Brazilian industrial 
leaders for generating innovation, increasing competitiveness and growth.

 ■ Instituto Euvaldo Lodi (IEL) of the Brazilian Industrial Association (CNI),  
Brasilia, Brazil (www.iel.org.br) / (www.portaldaindustria.com.br/iel/)

participant Gemba (p. 72 - 73)
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master of arts (m.a.) in
General manaGement /
mba braZil

Seminars   THEORY   Self-Study

Economics / Entrepreneurship

Law

Project Management & Organization

Strategy

Market Analysis 

Marketing

Accounting & Corporate Finance

Procurement, Production & Logistics

International Management

Project documentation    PROJECT   Project paper

Talent Growth Curriculum (TGC)
Master of Arts (M.A.) in General Management

Objectives and 
Strategy Plan

(PSP 1)

Marketing and 
Sales Plan
(PSP 2)

Finance Plan
(PSP 3)

Globalization Plan
(PSP 4)

     Business Mentor
Project supervisor
Faculty

(PSP = Project Study Paper)

 
 

Competence 
Development Plan

(PSP 5)

Development and 
implementation of 
growth-oriented, 

innovative projects in 
the company.

Coaching by:

The first step towards your international career.

Partner: 
 ■ Instituto Euvaldo Lodi (IEL) of the Brazilian Industrial Association (CNI), Brazil 

(www.iel.org.br)

Admission requirements: first degree (at least 3 years duration) in any discipline. 
Successful completion of the SIBE selection process. Contract with a sponsoring part-
ner company.

Program: Excellent lecturers from industry and the sciences convey their theoreti-
cal know-how and practical experience during the evenings and on weekends. Their 
modules (see box at the left) are well coordinated with Blended Learning methods. 
Seminars and web-based training courses treat students' real case projects as »real 
world cases«. During the two-week stay in Germany, which is part of the study abroad 
part of the program, SIBE organizes seminars and a wide variety of visits to companies 
and associations, political organizations and cultural events.

Goals: Systematic optimization of young executives' employability. Intensive, interdis-
ciplinary exchange with students from all disciplines (engineers and scientists as well 
as those from the economic, social and humanities disciplines). 

Length of program: 2 years

Language of instruction: English

Degree: SIBE Master of Arts (M.A.) in General Management / MBA from IEL or IEL 
partner universities

for brazilian and international upwardly mobile candidates from all areas 
after completion of the first degree, in partnership with iel / sibe.

In accordance with the current study and examination regulations for the graduate Master of Arts (M.A.) in General 

Management at the Steinbeis University Berlin. 

double deGree

6
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master of science (m.sc.) in
international manaGement / 
mba braZil
for young brazilian and international graduates who have focused on 
economics and earned their first degree, who wish to work in multinational 
companies or as managers in an international context; in cooperation with 
the instituto euvaldo lodi (iel).

In accordance with the current study and examination regulations for the graduate Master of Science (M.Sc.) in International Management at 

the Steinbeis University Berlin.

Fundamentals

Practical Corporate Management

Analysis

Strategy & Organization

Sourcing & Sales

Innovation, Quality, Production

Financing & Controlling

Law & Business English

Talent Growth Curriculum (TGC)
Master of Science (M.Sc.) in International Management

Definition of the 
Study Project Plan: 
Project and Goals

(PSP 1)

Market Analysis
(PSP 2)

Strategy Plan
(PSP 3)

Marketing, Sales / 
Purchasing Plan 

(PSP 4)

Finance Plan
(PSP 5)

Internationalization 
Plan (PSP 6)

(PSP = Project Study Paper)
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Internationalization

     Business Mentor
Project supervisor
Faculty

Development and 
implementation of 
growth-oriented, 

innovative projects in 
the company.

Coaching by:

Seminars   THEORY   Self-Study Project documentation    PROJECT   Project paper

Establishing and developing Brazilian-German business partnerships.

partners: 
 ■ Instituto Euvaldo Lodi (IEL) of the Brazilian Industrial Association (CNI),  

Brazil (www.iel.org.br) 

admission requirements: first degree and at least 60 CP in Economics

program: The program will be carried out as a work-integrating curriculum. This for-
mat integrates study and career with minimal periods of workplace absenteeism. The 
course content is taught using the »Blended Learning« method, which is a combination 
of distance and classroom learning. The four-semester (120 ECTS), application-orient-
ed Master program has a strong international orientation that is not only reflected by 
its content, but also by a prescribed study abroad program in Germany. The language 
of instruction is English.

Goals: A central objective of the Master program in International Management is to 
prepare students to take on global challenges in a practical manner and qualify them 
for international management activities.

length of program: 2 years

language of instruction: English

degree: M.Sc. in International Management from SIBE / MBA from IEL or 
IEL partner universities.

mba double deGree option

6
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master of science (m.sc.) in
innovation and technoloGy 
manaGement / mba braZil

Qualitative and Quantitative Methods, 
Scientific Work

Environment, Customer and Innovation 

Research Future Technologies & Assessment

Marketing & Market Launch

Advanced Engineering of Future Technologies

Corporate Finance & Law

International Management

Leadership and Competences

Talent Growth Curriculum (TGC)
Master of Science (M.Sc.) in Innovation and Technology Management

Technology Scouting 
and Development Plan 

(PSP 1)

Marketing Plan 
(PSP 2)

Finance Plan – Feasibility 
(PSP 3)

Globalization Plan 
(PSP 4)

Implementation Plan
(PSP 5)

     

(PSP = Project Study Paper)

  
  

Competence 
Development Plan

(PSP 6)

Seminars   THEORY   Self-Study Project documentation    PROJECT   Project paper

     Business Mentor
Project supervisor
Steinbeis Technology 
Network

Coaching by:

Development and 
implementation of 
growth-oriented, 

innovative projects in 
the company.

For Brazilian and international upwardly mobile candidates and 
junior managers after completion of a first degree, in partnership 
with IEL / SIBE and with focus on international knowledge and 
technology oriented real case projects 

In accordance with the current study and examination regulations for the graduate Master of Science (M.Sc.) in Innovation and Technology 

Management at the Steinbeis University Berlin.

Consecutive, international, innovation and technology-oriented and cost-neutral for 
the sponsoring partner companies.

Partner: 
 ■ Instituto Euvaldo Lodi (IEL) of the Brazilian Industrial Association (CNI), Brazil 

(www.iel.org.br) 

Admission requirements: first degree (at least three years' duration) with at least 
three credits in Economics. Successful completion of the SIBE selection process. Con-
tract with a sponsoring partner company.

Program: Excellent lecturers from industry and the sciences convey their theoreti-
cal know-how and practical experience during the evenings and on weekends. Their 
modules (see box at the left) are well coordinated with Blended Learning methods. 
Seminars and web-based training courses treat students' real case projects as »real 
world cases«. During the two-week stay in Germany, which is part of the study abroad 
part of the program, SIBE organizes seminars and a wide variety of visits to companies 
and associations, political organizations and cultural events.

Goals: Learning state-of-the-art know-how in the field of international innovation 
and technology management as well as dealing with real business challenges and their 
solutions. These range from a clear innovation-strategic orientation to efficient cross-
organizational process and organizational design all the way to the development of a 
corporate culture that promotes innovation.

Length of program: 2 years

Language of instruction: English

Degree: SIBE Master of Science (M.Sc.) in Innovation and Technology Management / 
MBA from IEL or an IEL partner university

Innovation &
Technology

Management

double deGree

6
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LLM
International
Business Law

Compact, challenging and international: the Master of Laws (LL.M.) in International 
Business Law at SIBE lasts 12 months. 

partner: 
 ■ Partner university in the USA, University of California, Berkeley Law School,  

IELE CErTIfICATE PrOGrAMS (www.law.berkeley.edu/iele.htm)
 ■ Partner university in Brazil 

admission requirements: 
 ■ 1st or 1st and 2nd State Examinations (or comparable degrees from a foreign 

university). 
 ■ Successful completion of both the SIBE and Brazilian selection processes. 
 ■ Contract with respective partner companies or organizations

content and methodological focus:
 ■ Application-oriented
 ■ Postgraduate study of law aimed at deepening students' understanding of 

international business law and enabling them to handle cross-border legal issues, 
cases and mandates

 ■ On-the-job learning

project:
 ■ real cross-border cases / mandates of the sponsoring company or organization

study abroad: Study abroad in Germany and the USA

length of program: 1 year

Language of instruction: English

for brazilian law school graduates who wish to deepen 
their understanding of international commercial law.

master of laWs (ll.m.) in
international business laW

In accordance with the current study and examination regulations for the postgraduate Master of Laws (LL.M.) 

in International Business Law at the Steinbeis University Berlin. 

6

Basement

Contracts for the Sale of Goods

Commercial Law

Corporate Law

Business Law and Fiscal Law

Employment and Labor Law

Development of Personality and Competences

Talent Growth Curriculum (TGC)
Master of Laws (LL.M.) in International Business Law

3 application-oriented 
and project-related 

project studies

Processing cross-border 
cases, mandate and 

questions of law

Coaching by:
Business Mentor
Faculty

Seminars   THEORY   Self-Study Project documentation    PROJECT   Project work

Litigation
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LLM
Jurisdiction

Compact, demanding and international: the Master of Laws (LL.M.). The length of the 
SIBE Jurisdiction program is 12 months. 

Partners: 
 ■ Escola Paulista da Magistratura (EPM) and American partner universities

Admission requirements:
 ■ Practicing lawyers in Brazil
 ■ Successful completion of both the SIBE and Brazilian selection processes 
 ■ Contract with respective partner organizations

Methodological focuses:
 ■ Application-oriented
 ■ Legal postgraduate studies with a focus on the comparison of the Brazilian, US- 

american and German legal systems 
 ■ Learning on the job

Real case project: National and international mandates / cases

Additional module: Study abroad in Germany and the USA

Length of program: 1 year

Language of instruction: English

for motivated brazilian jurists with professional experience 
and interest in foreign legal systems and cultures.

Introduction with an International Perspective

Management

Development of personality and competences

Civil Law & Penal Law in Germany with
 a comparative perspective

Civil Law & Penal Law in USA with
 a comparative perspective

Constitutional and administrative jurisdiction
with a comparative view

Finalities & basic structures of the European 
Union and Fundamental & Human Rights with 

the perspective of national, 
regional and international law

Talent Growth Curriculum (TGC)
Master of Laws (LL.M) Jurisdiction

Application-oriented 
and project-related 

transfer work

reflecting cases
with a comparative 
view and expand 
knowledge about 

foreign legal 
systems

Seminars   THEORY   Self-study Project documentation    PROJECT   Project work

master of laWs (ll.m.) in
Jurisdiction

In accordance with the current study and examination regulations for the postgraduate Master of Laws (LL.M.) 

in Jurisdiction at the Steinbeis University Berlin. 

6
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eXecutive education
braZil

SIBE Executive Program: for the definition and realization of innovation targets.

Partners: 
 ■ Instituto Euvaldo Lodi (IEL) of the Brazilian Industrial Association (CNI), Brazil 

(www.iel.org.br)

Sample program: 
Day 1: Change and Innovation Management – An Overview
Day 2: Change Management – how to transform your company
Day 3: Innovation and Technology Management – The key success factors
Day 4: Innovation Management – how to create frame-breaking new ideas and products
Day 5: Commercializing innovative products successfully

Content: Application-oriented innovation and technology management connected 
with the offer to work on a real case project. Integration of highly experienced sen-
ior managers of multinational companies and so-called »hidden champions« such as 
Bosch, Porsche, festo, Emag, Daimler etc., connected with company visits.

Length of program: 5 days required attendance (40 hours), monday to friday + 
5 days self-study + 10 days real case project work and documentation.

Language of instruction: English (with simultaneous English-Portuguese interpreta-
tion during seminars and company visits)

Degree: Certificate from the Steinbeis University Berlin

for brazilian executives and managers 
with leadership experience.

TARGET GROUP
Executive Board members and managers who wish to gain additional knowledge, concrete 
skills and deeper insights into current challenges and developments in their respective areas.

GOAL
Transfer of competencies, knowledge, seminar content and tools into daily practice; 
development of successful innovation strategies for the company.

COURSE CERTIFICATE
Each participant receives a certificate of completion / participation upon successful 
conclusion of the seminar.

COURSE LANGUAGE English (a Portuguese interpreter will be available during the seminars and company visits).

LOCATION Stuttgart, Germany

DURATION 5 days (40 hours), Monday to Friday

NUMBER OF 
PARTICIPANTS Minimum 20 persons; maximum 30 persons

6
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7 campus
china

 ■ Global Executive MBA (GEMBA): 
International and interdisciplinary Executive MBA in cooperation with  
partner universities from China Tsinghua University, Brazil, the USA and Germany 

 ■ Double Degree program: 
Master of Engineering (M.E.) at Tongji University / MBA from SIBE

relationships between China and Germany have never been as intensive as now. This is especially true for 
economic cooperation between the two countries. Germany is China's most important European trade 
partner by far. The opposite is just as true: China is Germany's number-one Asian economic partner. The 
Chinese government has identified seven key industrial branches that are to be given top priority for 
development in coming years. These include new energy, new materials, IT, biology, medical technology, 
energy savings and environmental protection, air and space, shipping and electromobility. Not only is the 
German economy strong in all of these sectors, but close relationships between Germany and China also 
exist in all important economic and industrial areas. Cooperation in science and education – above all in 
the training of specialists and managers – is one of the main focuses of our joint work.

Currently, circa 50,000 students at Tongji University are enrolled in certificate and 
diploma programs (Bachelor, Master, PhD-programs, etc.). In addition, this university 
has over 4,200 academic staff for teaching and/or research, including 6 members of 
the Chinese Academy of Sciences, 7 members of the Chinese Academy of Engineering, 
over 710 professors and 1,500 lecturers. The university offers many courses in its 82 
Bachelor, 218 Master and 94 PhD programs. As one of the leading Chinese centers for 
scientific research, the university has 22 central laboratories and mechanical engineer-
ing research centers.

Tsinghua University is among the most selective and renowned universities in China. 
National and international rankings list Tsinghua as one of the two best universities 
in China. In addition, Tsinghua University is a member of the C9 League – China's 
counterpart to the Ivy League – which was created in 2009 to unite the nine most 
prestigious universities in China.

 ■ Tsinghua University, Beijing, China (www.tsinghua.edu.cn)
 ■ Tongji University, Shanghai, China (www. tongji.edu.cn)

participant Gemba (p. 72 - 73)
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7

Fundamentals of General Management

Economics

Law

Project Management & Organization

Corporate Leadership & Strategy

Marketing

Financing & Controlling

International Management

Talent Growth Curriculum (TGC)
Master of Business Administration (MBA) in General Management

Project and Goals
(PSP 1)

Marketing and
Sales Plan

(PSP 2)

Finance Plan
(PSP 3)

Globalization Plan
(PSP 4)

Competence 
Development Plan 

(PSP 5)

(PSP = Project Study Paper)
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     Business Mentor
Project supervisor
Professor

Development and 
implementation of 
growth-oriented, 

innovative projects in 
the company.

Coaching by:

master of enGineerinG (me)
china / mba

Program for German-Chinese knowledge and technology transfer. Business develop-
ment at a top level.

Partner: 
 ■ Tongji University, Shanghai, China (www.tongji.edu.cn)

Admission requirements: 
first degree in engineering or natural sciences (including at least 3 years of study 
and conclusion with a Bachelor degree) and at least 3 years of professional experi-
ence. Successful completion of the SIBE selection process. Contract with a sponsoring 
partner company.

Program: MBA seminars will be held by international SIBE lecturers; engineering semi-
nars by Tongji lecturers at Tongji University in Shanghai. All seminars will take place 
monthly on weekends. During the two-week stay in Germany, which is part of the 
study abroad program requirement, SIBE organizes seminars and a wide variety of 
visits to companies and associations, political organizations and cultural events.

Goals: 
Training highly motivated professionals to become management professionals with 
technical skills and proven management skills.

Length of program: 3 years

Language of instruction: English

Degree: Master of Engineering from Tongji University / 
Master of Business Administration (MBA) from SIBE

China
E

For upwardly mobile Chinese applicants with at least 3 years of 
professional experience after their first university degree in  
engineering or natural sciences in partnership with  
Tongji University / SIBE.

double deGree

In accordance with the current study and examination regulations for the postgraduate Master of Business Administration (MBA) 

at the Steinbeis University Berlin.
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campus8 usa In the context of the »Transatlantic Economic Partnership«, which came into being as the result of a 
2007 German initiative, and the resulting Transatlantic Economic Council, additional opportunities for 
cooperation between the two countries have developed. The USA is Germany's most important trad-
ing partner outside of the EU; Germany is the USA's main trading partner in Europe. Compared to the 
overall volume of bilateral trade with the United States (imports and exports), Germany is still in fifth 
place after Canada, China, Mexico and Japan. In Germany, bilateral trade with the USA is in fourth place 
after france, the Netherlands and China.

 ■ Global executive mba (Gemba): 
The Global Executive MBA program represents an international collaborative effort  
by five renowned business schools. The partner in the USA is the University of California,  
San Diego (UCSD) Extension. 

 ■ ll.m. in international business law / ll.m. in Jurisdiction: 
The partner within the framework of these two programs is the International and Executive Legal 
Education Program of the University of California, Berkeley Law IELE CErTIfICATE PrOGrAMS.

SIBE’s partner organization at UC San Diego: The UC San Diego Extension
As the continuing education and public programs arm of the university, UC San Diego 
Extension educates approximately 26,000 students in nearly 5,000 courses each year.  
UC San Diego Extension is recognized nationally and internationally for linking the public 
to expert professionals and the knowledge resources of the University of California. 

UC San Diego Extension contributes to the vitality of the region through professional 
education and outreach programs focused on cultural enrichment and economic de-
velopment. This integrated approach to improving the quality of life in San Diego, and 
beyond, helps build a globally competitive talent pool, accelerate economic vitality and 
foster community-building conversations. UC San Diego Extension offers more than 
100 non-degree certificate and specialized study programs that help college graduates 
gain the applied knowledge necessary to bridge to high demand job opportunities.

University of California, Berkeley Law School's International and Executive Legal Educa-
tion program provides prepares today's professionals for the real-world legal challenges 
of a dynamic global environment. 

Our IELE program offers accelerated instruction in wide-ranging commercial law subjects 
including antitrust, securities, intellectual property law, mergers & acquisitions, com-
mercial arbitration, business negotiations, and corporations law. Our Certificate courses 
are taught at Berkeley Law campus by our Berkeley Law faculty. Our instructors include 
leading adjuncts with specialized expertise in real-world commercial transactions.

 ■ University of California, San Diego, U.S.A. (www.extension.ucsd.edu)
 ■ University of California, Berkeley Law IELE CErTIfICATE PrOGrAMS,  

Berkeley, U.S.A. (www.law.berkeley.edu/iele.htm)

participant Gemba (p. 72 - 73)
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campus9 india

    Master of Business Administration (MBA) / Certificate from SIBM in Pune

India and Germany are proven partners, both economically and culturally. Basic common interests as 
well as trust that has evolved due to a long period of good relationships form the solid foundation for 
addressing the challenges of the future together. 
Cooperation in science, research and technology is one of the main pillars of German-Indian cooperation 
and has given the bilateral relationships a dynamic and future-oriented direction. Both governments 
wish to develop this cooperation further for the benefit of both countries. The two governments are 
likewise convinced that even stronger involvement of industry is desirable. Good perspectives exist for 
the further development of this cooperation: there are outstanding scientific resources on both sides 
and a broad foundation of contractual agreements between the German and Indian governments as well 
as between their universities and research centers. reliance among all parties will increase in the future.

SIBM was established in 1978 as the Management School of Symbiosis University and 
is one of the best business schools in India. The institution's offers include a 2-year 
MBA program, a 2.5-year Executive MBA program, a one-year Post-Graduate Diploma 
program and Executive Post-Graduate Diploma programs. The SIBM campus is located 
in Lavale Village in the heart of Pune.

 ■ Symbiosis Institute of Business Management (SIBM), Pune, India (www.sibm.edu)

SIBE and SIBM have carried out common Corporate MBA programs in Pune based on the Talent Growth 
Curriculum concept. A period of study in Germany is part of this program. The core of the programs is – 
in addition to conveying current knowledge on management – developing students' intercultural talents 
and innovation potential.
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master of business administration 9 (mba) india / certificate

Intercultural competence, international management know-how, German-Indian 
technology transfer projects

partner: 
 ■ Symbiosis Institute of Business Management (SIBM), Pune, India (www.sibm.edu)

admission requirements: first degree in any subject (at least 3 years duration) and 
a minimum of 2 years work experience. Successful completion of the SIBE selection 
process. Contract with a sponsoring partner company.

program: 
 ■ Low periods of employee absence in the company (usually one classroom seminar 

per month on weekends). 
 ■ Work integrating curriculum using blended learning methods. Individual organiz-

ation of independent learning phases. 
 ■ Intensive support by subject and project lecturers. 

During the two week stay in Germany, which is part of the study abroad program 
requirement, SIBE organizes seminars and a wide variety of visits to companies and 
associations, political organizations and cultural events.

Goals: As a manager, consultant, senior consultant or managing consultant, you 
will be able to organize your work capably and use professional methods in German- 
Indian projects after completing this course of study.

length of program: 2 years

language of instruction: English

degree: SIBE Master of Business Administration (MBA) /
SIBM Certificate of Participation

Fundamentals of General Management

Economics

Law

Project Management & Organization

Corporate Leadership & Strategy

Marketing

Financing & Controlling

International Management

Talent Growth Curriculum (TGC)
Master of Business Administration (MBA) in General Management

Project and Goals
(PSP 1)

Marketing and
Sales Plan

(PSP 2)

Finance Plan
(PSP 3)

Globalization Plan
(PSP 4)

Competence 
Development Plan 

(PSP 5)

(PSP = Project Study Paper)
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     Business Mentor
Project supervisor
Professor

Development and 
implementation of 
growth-oriented, 

innovative projects in 
the company.

Coaching by:

for upwardly mobile employees in multinational companies 
of all branches. candidates must have at least 2 years 
of professional experience after completion of their first 
degree in any subject.

In accordance with the current study and examination regulations for the postgraduate Master of Business Administration (MBA) at the 

Steinbeis University Berlin.
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abroad
study10

During the two-year program, students 
participate in a two- or three-week pe-
riod of foreign study in either Stuttgart 
or Berlin (Germany). Many companies 
that distinguish themselves primar-
ily through their innovative power and 
their well qualified professionals are lo-
cated in Baden-Württemberg, Europe's 
number-one region for innovations. The 
Stuttgart metropolitan area is home to 
major companies like Daimler AG, rob-
ert Bosch Gmbh and Porsche AG, which 
specialize in such areas as automobile 
construction, electrical engineering and 
mechanical engineering. In addition, 
Stuttgart has an above-average share 
of knowledge-intensive sectors such as 
business consultancies, engineers and IT 
service providers. 

Berlin is considered to be one of the 
world's capitals for culture, politics, me-
dia and the sciences. It is an important 
European traffic hub and one of the 
most-visited cities on the continent. 
Berlin's athletic events, universities, re-
search institutes and museums enjoy 
an international reputation. Company 
founders, diplomats, artists and immi-

grants from all over the world live here. 
Berlin's history, night-life, architecture 
and highly diverse living conditions are 
famous throughout the world.
During their studies abroad, foreign stu-
dents obtain insights into the German 
economy by visiting local companies 
such as food manufacturers, automobile 
manufacturers and suppliers as well as 
technical aviation-related companies. 
furthermore, they also gain a greater 
understanding of German corporate cul-
ture from guest lectures by experienced 
entrepreneurs. Students' international 
real case projects can be discussed in 
seminars with experienced SIBE experts.
The expansion of intercultural compe-
tences and an understanding of the 
mentality and culture of the target 
country are also important components 
of the study abroad program in Germany. 
At the same time, cultural activities such 
as museum visits, city tours and discov-
ery of the local cuisine are by no means 
neglected.

We look forward to welcoming you in 
Germany!
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and e-campus
seminar1

Learning Community
WBTs, knowledge bases
Preliminary reading (texts, input)
Access to EBSCO and wiso online databases

Administration
Student Office

Community of Practice
Working-group forums

(Transfer and Knowledge Management 
in learning tandems and working groups)

Cafeteria
Student bulletin board

Lecture events / Fireside chats

STUDIES
COMMUNICATION
ADMINISTRATION

Personal Learning 
Environment

Accommodating its students’ decentral-
ized residencies at companies and busy 
schedules, SIBE organizes all of its pro-
grams in blended formats, combining 
classroom learning at SIBE’s teaching 
facilities with convenient online learning 
via SIBE E-Campus. 
In classroom seminars at SIBE sites* in 
Stuttgart, herrenberg, hanau, Nurem-
berg and Berlin, students can get to 

know each other personally as well as 
obtain input from university professors 
that is directly related to their individual 
real case projects. 
In contrast to fictitious case studies, lec-
turers and fellow students work directly 
with students on their real case projects. 
This adds real value to both, theory and 
practice.

*  Status: March 2013

The length of classroom-based semi-
nars can vary from one to two days all 
the way to several weeks during study-
abroad programs at other SIBE partner 
locations**.
SIBE has also created a convenient 
»one-stop learning« online platform, the 
SIBE E-Campus. This personal learning 
environment for students provides e-
learning, online meeting tools, learning 

tandems, easy access to the relevant da-
tabases EBSCO and wiso and functions 
as the main administrative hub. 
The entire E-Campus is structured as an 
open wiki that enables joint creation of 
the widest variety of blended-learning 
content for students as well as commu-
nication in real-time. 
As an information tool, all event infor-
mation is also published on E-Campus.

**  The destinations of foreign study programs depend on the selected course of study and cannot be changed.
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talent development
individual2

SIBE's talent diagnostic and development 
tool its personnel profile and talent pro-
file assessment provide a stable foun-
dation for personnel development and 
internal talent management of partner 
companies and for the individual talent 
development of each student. 
The integrated talent diagnostic tools 
KODE® and SKE-Center® specifically 
guarantee the systematic development 
of students' talents during the Master's 
program. Several 270° feedback loops  
(SKE-Center® talent assessments) held 
during the SIBE Master's program ad-
ditionally map the individual's talent 
profile. Overall feedback on the student 

is likewise obtained through statements 
about the individual's potential in regard 
to his/her possible talent development 

– in this case, by concrete assessments 
from company representatives who have 
known the student/employee during the 
two years of his/her real case project. 
In all matters related to the personnel se-
lection process, SIBE works according to 
DIN 33 430, the standard that is intended 
to ensure the quality of aptitude assess-
ments as well as the transparency of the 
aptitude assessment market. It includes 
quality norms for the entire personnel 
selection process.

measuring and developing competences 
with kode® & ske-center®

Result-Oriented Action
Loyalty
Analytical Thinking
Problem Solving Ability
Dependence
Decision Ability
Creative Ability
Communicational Ability
Initiative
Operational Readiness
Holistic Thinking
Conflict Resolution Skills
Teamwork
Acquisition Strenght
Ability to handle stress
Pleasure on Innovation

C E R T I F I C A T E
Mr. Max Mustermann

born on 07th March 1985 participated in May 2010 with the 
Steinbeis-Hochschule Berlin and the CeKom Baden-Württemberg 

at the Exam for Management-Competencies(MKT) and 
has achieved following results:

He has necessary competencies to perform a
Management Position

Managing Director of theAcademic Director 
of

Director 
of
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and events
competitions3

Study abroad is a mandatory part of the 
Master's program at the School of In-
ternational Business and Entrepreneur-
ship. With its economic and cultural fixed 
points, it is simultaneously one of the 
highlights for students. Once a year, stu-
dents have the opportunity to compete 
against each other with videos showing 
highlights from »their« countries – Brazil, 
China or the United States – with the in-
tent of »infecting« their »opponents« with 
their own impressions. 

In the SIBESuitsYou competition, stu-
dents designed t-shirts that are now 
permanently offered by SIBE in its on-
line shop. Particularly in connection 
with annual team events such as the 
SIBE soccer tournament, the designs al-
ways find positive response.

sibegoesabroad sibe suits you!

At regular intervals, the School of International Business and Entrepreneurship (SIBE) 
of the Steinbeis University Berlin hosts a variety of competitions and events for stu-
dents.

how do SIBE students actually study? 
What added value is offered? And what 
is the difference between a »normal« 
dual and a work integrating Master's de-
gree at SIBE?
To show future or prospective students 
these differences, SIBE students devel-
oped an animated film that can still be 
found on our YouTube channel and web-
site.

student life film awardsibe on a postcard

What does SIBE mean to students? Stu-
dents should describe the Talent Growth 
Curriculum (TGC) and their personal expe-
riences at the university as briefly as pos-
sible – so that they fit on a postcard – and 
make the program understandable to oth-
ers in only a few words. All motives were 
published and voted on; the winning mo-
tives were subsequently graphically imple-
mented and used.

SIBEon
aPOSTCARD

 bis
21.03.12
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at sibe
events4

In Stuttgart, regular »fireside chats« oc-
cur at which SIBE alumni report on their 
careers. The speakers themselves are just 
as different as the projects they worked 
on during their Master's programs or as 
different as their current activities and 
responsibilities. 

founded as a result of the Master of 
Business Administration in General 
Management program, the MBA lecture 
series has primarily established itself in 
Stuttgart. Several times a year, experts 
from science and business meet to dis-
cuss and  »network« – now with students 
and interested persons in all degree pro-
grams.

Fireside chats Lecture series

The traditional soccer tournament is a 
yearly event put on by the university. fif-
teen teams consisting of SIBE students 
and alumni, SIBE employees and lecturers 
play for the SIBE challenge cup. The tour-
nament takes place at the SV Eintracht 
field directly beneath the Stuttgart televi-
sion tower.

The graduation of our students is cel-
ebrated with our big graduation night. 
Our new alumni have the opportunity 
to get together with their fellow stu-
dents, friends, senior alumni and busi-
ness mentors to forget the exhausting 
period writing the Master's thesis, re-
membering the good old study time and 
being celebrated in a fulminant party.

Soccer tournament Graduation

The School of International Business and Entrepreneruship (SIBE) is not a classical 
university with a campus. Still, students and alumni network increasingly more with 
each other. This development is supported by regular events initiated by students and 
alumni as well as events that are developed and carried out by the university.

S I
BE

GRADUATION

NIGHTNIGHT
ORGANISIERT VON SIBE ALUMNI FÜR ALLE 
»FRISCH« GRADUIERTEN (WO55-57, MSC11-13, MBA04), 
STUDIERENDEN UND ALUMNI!
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Getting away from a purely functional mode of thinking 
and optimizing, moving towards a process of targeted 
product development. More ideas, faster decision-making, 
better methodological competence, more energetic pit-
ching-in and implementation, recognizing and executing 
necessary changes: The Steinbeis Engineering Day stands 
for system development as a practice-oriented platform 
for our business partners.

how can cooperation and networks be successfully con-
structed to achieve high competitiveness and regional 
economic development. The annual Steinbeis Consulting 
Day primarily offers small and mid-sized enterprises a 
platform for interaction and thus, for stimulating and 
strengthening the innovative climates in their own com-
panies and with their employees.

engineering day

consulting day

As part of the dialog between science and business, the 
Stuttgart Competence Day focuses on current issues in 
order to level the path for the successful development of 
talent in the tertiary education and business environment. 
The goal of this yearly event is the fusion of personnel, 
organizational and talent development into a common 
understanding of process.

Stuttgart Competence Day

The cross-institutional Steinbeis University Berlin Summer 
festival takes place every year in Stuttgart and enables 
alumni and students from all schools to interact and net-
work outside of the classic university events.

SUB Summer Festival

The yearly Steinbeis Day has a longstanding tradition. As 
a »marketplace«, it presents new facets of the Steinbeis 
affiliates every year. Numerous Steinbeis companies pres-
ent their current projects in the haus der Wirtschaft in 
Stuttgart and are available for professional discussions. 
Short presentations also give insights into the nature of 
transfer work.

steinbeis day

SIBE Business Evenings are held at regular intervals and 
are dedicated to current issues. They provide interesting 
information on regional hot spots and economic and so-
cial events. This is where decision-makers from business, 
science and politics as well as selected SIBE students meet 
to exchange views with Prof. haussmann (previously fed-
eral Minister for the Economy) as well as about the chal-
lenges of the future, new markets and possible innovation 
factors.

Haussmann's Business Evenings

events
sibe / sub5
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alumni6
maintaining contacts and networks – 
testimonials from our alumni.

Sandra Sodilo
Product Manager at Siemens USA 

»My opinion is that the SIBE Master's program is 
a very valuable combination, especially when a 
person can start the MBA directly after complet-
ing his or her first degree, like I did. The program 
ensures practical relevance and simultaneously 
offers the chance to join a company.«

Ilka van Mark
Junior Executive Staff at T-Systems International

»This on-the-job program is a win-win situation 
for both sides. It offers the opportunity to gain 
insights into the respective activities and infor-
mation about all of their facets. This creates the 
foundation for subsequent work in such an area.
After completing the program, I remained in hr 
at T-Systems and was recently promoted to a 
management position. The SIBE program certainly 
made my first steps easier.«

Volker Merk
Business Development Manager at Valeo

»It was only due to the Master's program that I 
was able to get interesting tasks in the area of 
market development and lobbying in a technically 
dominated environment.«

Kaiming Wang 
Automation Technology at Dr. A. Kuntze GmbH

»In my view, this model is ideal for an MBA pro-
gram. The traditional business school learning 
methods, be they case studies or several-month-
long internships in companies, are no longer 
modern. The SIBE model offers students the pos-
sibility to implement what they learn during the 
corresponding stages of their two-year study real 
case projects. This is unimaginable in a short-
term internship or project. The university profes-
sors and lecturers as well as the company busi-
ness mentors offer different aspects in regard to 
problem-solving. This is one of the most impor-
tant advantages of studying at SIBE.«

Marco Dubanowski
Senior Vice President Global Production 
Development at T-Systems International 

»The highly practical tasks and seminar content 
gave me instruments that I was able to immediately 
apply in my daily work at the company. I still use 
these tools, for example, when I have to systemati-
cally analyze an initial situation or develop strate-
gies.«

Birgit Tantner
Marketing / Communication  
at Robert Bosch GmbH 

»The program gave me 'entry' into the private-sec-
tor Marketing and Communication area. Not only 
that, it enabled me to do this in an area that had 
until then been completely foreign to me. 
Without an MBA, I never would have been able to 
make this lateral move so easily.«

birgit tantner

sandra sodilo

volker merk
ilka van mark

marco 
dubanowski

kaiming wang

our
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the faculty 
members of1

Professor of Competence 
Management 
Research Fields: Competence 
Management in Organisations, 
Innovation Management

prof. dr. Johanna anzengruber

Prof. & Deputy Director for 
International Relations, UCB 
Brasilia
Research Field:
International Business

 

dr. ironildes bueno da silva

Lecturer in Communications, 
Rhetoric & Business Ethics at 
Universities & Colleges 
Research Fields: 
Rhetoric, Communication

rainer carius, m.eng., m.s.m.

CNI – Specialist in Int. Relations, 
UCB Brasilia; Research Fields: 
Competitive Intelligence & Stra-
tegy, Internationalization Mgmt, 
Cross-Cultural Negotiations

tatiana cauville

Inst. of Applied Economic Research 
(IPEA), UCB Brasilia; Int. Relations 
& Knowledge Mgmt; Research 
Fields: International-, Cooperation-, 
Learning & Knowledge Mgmt

rodrigo campos

Professor for Organisation & 
Business Informatics at Univer-
sity of Applied Sciences Mainz; 
Research Field:  
Business Informatics

prof. dr. thomas becker 

Director of SIBE at the Stein-
beis University Berlin; Prof. for 
Business & HR Management 
Research Field: Entrepreneur-
ship & General Management

prof. dr. Werner G. faix

Director of the IOM Institute for 
Organization-Management at 
the Steinbeis University Berlin
Research Fields: Entrepreneur-
ship, Collective Intelligence

prof. dr. andreas aulinger

Managing Director of the 
»Workshop for Communication«; 
Research Fields: Communication, 
Project & Process Mgmt, Social 
Skills, Presentation Techniques

ludger benighaus, 
master of Geography

Professor for Competence 
Development, SIBE of the 
Steinbeis University Berlin 
Research Field: Competence 
Management

prof. dr. John erpenbeck

Freelance Consultant, Trainer 
& Coach for Rhetoric, Sales & 
Communications  
Research Field: 
Adult education

rainer W. baber, m.a.

Artistic Director of the Junges 
Schauspielhaus Düsseldorf 
Research Fields: Theater / 
Drama / Leadership & Person-
ality

dipl.-pädagoge 
stefan fischer-fels

Freelance Architect, Professor 
at the University of Applied 
Sciences in Mainz 
Research Field: Architecture - 
Project Management

prof. ulrich elwert, m.eng

Divisional Director of Logistics/
Vehicle Fleet; Professor for Supply 
Chain Mgmt; Research Fields: 
Supply Chain Mgmt, Development 
& Control of Transport Networks

prof. dr. dirk engelhardt

Managing Partner of BonVentis 
GmbH, Langenfeld 
Research Field: 
Project Management

dr. Wolfgang cronenbroeck,
ph.d in engineering

Professor of Marketing at 
Reutlingen University 
Research Field: 
International B2B Marketing

prof. dr. Jörg fuß

Systemic Coach, Self-employed 
Trainer and Author 
Research Fields: Leadership & 
Personality, M.Sc. Leadership 
Development

melanie Gampe

Attorney-at-law, Partner at 
MAYER BROWN LLP Cologne 
Research Fields: Mergers & 
Acquisitions / Corporate Law / 
TMK / Insurance Companies

christof Gaudig

Expert in Project Management 
at SIBM, Pune
Research Fields: Project Man-
agement & HR Management

paulo sergio scoleze ferrer

Lecturer for Accounting  
& Corporate Finance 
at Mauá, Pune
Research Fields: Accounting 
& Corporate Finance

edson Gonçalves, m.sc.

Attorney-at-law at CMS 
Hasche Sigle  
Research Fields: 
Mergers & Acquisitions / 
Corporate Law

dr. tobias Jo  
friedemann Grau
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Prof. of Supply Chain Mgmt & 
Logistics at DHBW Stuttgart; 
Research Fields: Logistics, Sup-
ply Chain Mgmt, Procurement, 
Production, Mgmt Consultancy

prof. dr. dirk h. hartel

Self-employed Consultant & 
Trainer for HR, Organizational & 
Business Development; Research 
Fields: Development of Social, 
Leadership & Mgmt Competences

dr. Gottfried kommescher

Dean of Students of the 
Faculty of Economics & Social 
Sciences at the University of 
Hohenheim; Research Field: 
Business Administration

prof. dr. helmut kuhnle

Supervisor of DBA & 
Doctoral Studies Institute of 
Economics; Polish Academy 
of Sciences; Research Field: 
Doctoral Studies

paulina krystosiak 

Prof. at Technical University 
Braunschweig; Research Fields: 
Competence Measurement, Devel-
opment & Mgmt; Team Diagnosis 
& Development; Innovation

prof. dr. simone kauffeld

Professor of Business Consult-
ing & Management, University 
of Applied Sciences, Ingolstadt; 
Research Fields: Business Con-
sulting and Management

prof. dr. michael Jünger 

Professor and Head, East Asian 
Center, Warsaw School of 
Economics, Warsaw, Poland 
Research Field:
International Economics

prof. dr. s. Günter heiduk

Professor of Marketing 
Management 
Research Field: 
Marketing Management

prof. tina klein, phd

Director, Steinbeis Transfer 
Institute Growth Mgmt
Research Fields: 
Project Management, 
Innovation Management

dr. Gerhard keck

Managing Partner & Founder 
of bloodsugarmagic  
Research Fields: Strategic 
Marketing, New Media & 
Information Management

dipl.-inform. (fh)  
bernd hoeck, m.sc. 

Senior Associate Mayer Brown 
LLP 
Research Fields: Corporate & 
Capital Market Law with Focus 
on Stock Corporation Law

dr. sven labudda
 rechtsanwalt

Prof. of Int. Business, Managing 
Director of Kohlert & Company 
GmbH; Research Fields: Market-
ing & Entrepreneurship for Engi-
neers, Entry in Foreign Markets

prof. dr. dr. h.c. (knutd)  
helmut kohlert

Attorney-at-law 
Research Field: 
Corporate Law / M&A

dr. florian hofer,  
ll.m. (edinburgh)

Managing Director, Impact 
Circles 
Research Fields: Progressive 
Leadership, Organizational De-
velopment & Behavior, Change

susanne leithner, b.a.
alexander lau, rechtsassessor,

rechtsanwalt

Head of Department for For-
eign Trade, Int. Business Field 
Coordination at DIHK, Head of 
the Foreign Trade Area 
Research Field: Foreign Trade

frederico lamego de teixeira 
soares (ucb)

Executive Manager for Interna-
tional Relations at SENAI
Research Fields: International 
Business Strategy, German-
Brazilian Relations

dr. edson kenji  kondo

Director of undergrad. programs 
in Mgmt, Hospital Mgmt, Public 
Administration & Logistics, UCB Bra-
silia; Research Fields: Negotiations, 
Crisis-, Change & Innovation Mgmt.

Associate Professor for Stra-
tegic Management, Tsinghua 
University, China
Research Field: 
Strategy Management

dr. Jie Jiao

Assis. Prof. SIBM (Symbiosis 
Institute of Business Manage-
ment) Pune, India
Research Field:
Finance

utkarsh Jain

Professor for Project Mgmt & 
Organization, SIBM Pune
Research Fields: 
Project Management & 
Organization

pahag mahajan

Prof. for Int. Relations UCB; 
Research Fields: Int. Integra-
tion, Conflict, War & Peace, 
Brazilian Foreign Policy, Multi-
lateral & Bilateral Int. Relations

creomar lima 
carvalho de souza

Attorney-at-law, SKW Schwarz 
(Munich) 
Research Fields: Labor Law, 
Legal Framework & Fields of 
Activity of Executives (LFFA)

dr. martin Greßlin

Attorney-at-law / Senior As-
sociate at CMS Hasche Sigle 
Research Fields: Corporate Law 
/ Mergers & Acquisitions

dr. Jan hansen 

Mgmt. Faculty in Symbiosis 
Int. University; Research Fields: 
Managerial Economics, Micro 
Economics, Int. Business Mgmt, 
Macro Economic Policy & Analysis

assist. prof. mahima mishra
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Manager of Product Devel-
opment Programs at Alfred 
Karcher GmbH & Co. KG 
Research Field: 
Entrepreneurship

lic.oec. hsG 
rainer neuhäuser

Professor of Business Admin-
istration at the University of 
Würzburg, Managing Partner 
»Systems for Success«; Research 
Field: Corporate Management

prof. dr. dr. kurt nagel

Professor of Labor Law at the 
Albert-Ludwigs University in 
Freiburg 
Research Field: 
Labor law

prof. dr. Gerhard röder

Professor of Business Admi-
nistration at the Ludwig-Ma-
ximilians University in Munich 
(ret.); Research Fields: Risk 
Management & Regulation

prof. dr. bernd rudolph

BI Consultant 
Research Fields: Data Mining, 
Data Retrieval, Business Intel-
ligence, Data Warehousin

diplom-informatiker (fh)  
michael olschimke, m.sc

The PAC Group - Region Leader, 
The Americas – Manufacturing 
Engineering & Product Develop-
ment Services.
Research Field: Int. Management

arnaldo oliveira, Jr (mauá)

Lecturer Int. Mgmt; Research 
Fields: Healthcare, Labor Market 
Research, Economic Feasibility 
& Value Creation, Demographic 
Development, Globalization

 dr. dipl.-Wirtsch.-ing.  
dennis a. ostwald

Chairholder for Business Admin. 
at the University Stuttgart; Re-
search Fields: Dynamics & Success 
of Internationalization, Coordina-
tion of Int. Entrepreneurship

prof. dr.  
michael-Jörg oesterle

Professor at the Universidade 
Estadual Paulista, São Paulo, 
Brazil;
Head of the São Paulo SIBE 
Office

prof. dr. nazem nascimento 

Director of the Institute for 
Academic Training (IAW), Co-
logne, Kempen; Research Fields: 
HR Management, Marketing, 
Innovation Management

dr. Wolfgang nauendorf, 
ph.d., master of education

Entrepreneur & Lecturer 
Research Field: 
Innovation Management

prof. dr.-ing.  
Jörg reiff-stephan

Professor at SIBM, Pune
Research Fields:
Entrepreneurship & Intrapre-
neurship, Retail Management

shiva ragashwamy

Attorney-at-law / Partner at 
Mayer Brown LLP  
Research Fields: 
Corporate / M&A / Real Estate

dr. Joachim modlich

Lecturer for Macroeconomics  
Research Field: 
Principles of Foreign Trade

prof. dr. Gerhard mussel

Director Interventional Radio-
logy & Head of Communica-
tions Siemens AG Forchheim
Research Field:
Medicine-Management

prof. dr. oliver meissner

Adjunct Professor, Department of 
Preventive Medicine, UNI- 
SANTOS; Research Fields: Qualita-
tive Methods, Medical Anthropol-
ogy, Transcultural Psychiatry

denise martin

Professor for Marketing, Sym-
biosis Institute of Business 
Management (SIBM), Pune
Research Fields: Marketing &  
Research, Consulting

kaushik mukerjee, phd

Head of the Academy for 
Holistic Leadership, Cologne; 
Research Fields:
Rhetoric, Dialectic, Leadership, 
Self-Mgmt

dr. phil. Winfried prost

Attorney-at-law at CMS 
Hasche Sigle; Attorney for La-
bor Law; Research Fields:  Labor 
Law, Legal Framework & Fields 
of Activity of Executives (LFFA)

dr. tobias polloczek,  
europajurist

Director Dr.-Ing. Preißing AG, Cor-
porate Consultancy for Architects 
& Engineers; Research Fields: 
System Visualization, Business 
Admin. for Architects & Engineers

dr.-ing. Werner preißing

Lecturer at UC San Diego, 
Rady School of Management
Research Fields: 
International & Cross-Cultural 
Management

elise kim prosser, phd

Assistant Professor, Tsinghua 
University, China
Research Field:
Strategic Management

dr. Wu rui

Supervisor of Programs in Eng-
lish at Institute of Economics of 
the Polish Academy of Sciences
Research Field: 
General Management

serge pukas, phd

Project Management, Research 
Projects at SIBE of the Stein-
beis University Berlin; Research 
Fields: Research Mgmt & Com-
petence Mgmt, Leadership

dipl.-Germanist  
Jens mergenthaler, mba
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Attorney-at-law 
(England & Wales)
Research Field: 
Mergers & Acquisitions

dr. ulrich thiem, 
rechtsanwalt

Trainer/Consultant for Inter-
cultural Leadership & China 
Projects 
Research Fields: Int. Corporate 
Mgmt & Intercultural Mgmt 

Jingjing Wang m.a.

Self-employed Consultant/
Trainer/Coach 
Research Field: 
Rhetoric & Communication

susanna ulrich, mba

Partner at Pezco Pesquisa e 
Consultoria Ltda (Research & 
Consulting), Prof. UNISANTOS 
Research Fields: 
Business Economics, Finance

frederico turolla

Director at Pricewaterhouse-
Coopers Advisory & Head of 
Strategy Alignment & Control 
Practice; Research Fields: Stra-
tegic Mgmt & System Control

mario b. stephan,  
executive mba (Gsba)

Self-employed Marketing 
Consultant  
Research Fields: 
Marketing, Advertising, Market 
Research

alex Woodruff, master in 
european business 

Professor at Escola Superior 
de Propaganda e Marketing 
(ESPM), São Paulo
Research Field:
Strategic Planning 

Wilson Weber, phd

Professor for Marketing Mgmt. 
at Mauá, Pune
Research Fields: Marketing, 
Strategic Planning, Business 
Management

helton haddad silva, phd

Associate Professor University 
of International Business and 
Economics, China
Research Field: Organization 
Change Management 

dr. liu shimin

Assistant Professor
Tsinghua University, Beijing, 
Research Field:
Business

dr. tang Xiao yang

Managing Partner of BonVen-
tis GmbH, Langenfeld  
Research Field: 
Project Management 

dr. Jörg seidl

Professor for Marketing, Sym-
biosis Institute of Business 
Management (SIBM), Pune
Research Fields: Entrepreneur-
ship & Education

vinod shastri, mba

Chairholder of Business Admin. 
at Technical University Dort-
mund (until 09/30/2011); Prof. 
of Strategy Mgmt; Research 
Field: Strategic & Int. Mgmt

univ.-prof. em. dr.  
martin k. Welge

Junior Professor in Innovation 
Management
Research Field: 
Innovation Management

prof. dr. sonja Zillner

Chair, ESB Business School 
Research Field: 
Marketing & Sales Manage-
ment

prof. dr. marco schmäh

Freelance Trainer Intercultural 
Management 
Research Fields: 
Intercultural Communication & 
Cooperation

dr. sylvia schroll-machl

Attorney-at-law at Mayer 
Brown LLP / Berlin 
Research Fields: 
Compliance / Business Law

dr. christian schefold, ll.m.  
rechtsanwalt 

Professor for Business Administra-
tion & Economics at the Symbiosis 
Institute of Business Mgmt (SIBM), 
Pune; Research Fields: Business 
Administration & Economics

prof. vivek s. sane,  
phd in management

Owner of TS-Unternehmens-
beratung, Partner in the Emp-
por Business Solutions, Essen 
Research Field: 
Strategy & CRM

prof. dr. rer. pol.  
thomas schmidt

Prof. of Financial Mgmt; Manag-
ing Partner Seebacher Unterneh-
mensberatung GmbH; Research 
Fields: Applied Economics, Busi-
ness Planning & Controlling

prof. dr. Werner seebacher

Freelance Consultant: stein-
beck consult; Research Fields: 
Strategic-, Quality & Produc-
tion Mgmt, Project Manager 
India & China

dipl.-ing. hans steinbeck

Managing Director IIM GmbH, 
Prof. at University Tübingen; 
Research Fields: Lean-, Int. & 
Quality Mgmt, Organizational 
& Job Design

prof. dr. habil.  
roland springer

Director, Steinbeis Transfer 
Institute Growth Mgmt; Research 
Fields: Practical Business Mgmt, 
Project Mgmt, HR Mgmt, Transfer 
& Implementation Mgmt

dr. Joachim sailer
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2 transfer institutes (sti)
sibe

Direction:
Janet Qin, M.A., MBA

Direction: 
Peter M. Dostler, MBA

sibe china center (scc)

development and innovation brazil

Direction:
Diplom-regionalwissenschaftlerin Stefanie Kisgen, MBA

sti international management 
& sibe law school

Direction: 
Ardin Djalali, M.A., MBA

mba & international programs

Direction: 
ricarda van de Sandt, M.A.

sti politeia

Direction: 
Prof. Dr. Dirk Engelhardt

sti logistik management

Direction: 
Diplom-Betriebswirtin (BA) Sonja reichert, MBA

sti sibe alumni

Direction: 
Dr. Gerhard Keck, 
Dr. Joachim Sailer

sti Growth management

Direction:
Diplom-Theologin Annette L. horne

sti us collaborations and new programs

Direction: 
Diplom-Verwaltungswirtin (fh) Bettina rominger, MBA  

saphir deutschland Gmbh

Direction: 
Dipl.-Ingenieur (fh) Peter Wittmann

saphir kompetenz Gmbh

Direction: 
Prof. Dr. helmut haussmann (federal Minister for Economic Affairs (ret.))
Prof. Dr. David rygl

sti unternehmensführung und internationalisierung

Direction: 
Dipl.-Ingenieur (fh) rainer heck,
Diplom-Kulturwirtin Ineke Blumenthal, M.Sc.

sti strategic corporate relations
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sandra flint, m.a.prof. dr. Werner G. faix claudia fischerprof. dr. John erpenbeck

karin ehret prof. dr. dirk engelhardtpeter m. dostler
diplom-kulturwirtin 
anne dresen, m.sc.

christina Gkogkidis, b.a.tina franke, m.a. 
diplom-betriebswirt (fh) 

michael freund, mba isabella Grygo, b.sc.

merve attaroglu, b.sc. elvira avdijaj, b.sc. 
prof. dr. 

Johanna anzengruber
diplom-betriebswirtin 

(ba) nina bader

ardin djalali, m.a., mbachristine brucker carolin collmar, b.a., mba
diplom-betriebswirtin 

(fh) veronika dorn, mba

natasa baralic, m.a. aline bäuerle, b.a.
diplom-betriebswirtin (ba) 

hanna bollmann, mba
diplom-kulturwirtin 

ineke blumenthal, m.sc.

our
team3

prof. dr. h. haussmann thomas Gundel, bba
diplom-betriebswirtin (ba) 
dina Guastella, mba, m.a

dipl.-ingenieur (fh) 
rainer heck 

nora kuschmann, b.sc.
rechtsanwältin & 

Wirtschaftsjuristin eva krodel

charlotte Jung, m.a. dr. Gerhard keckmeike kapitola, m.a.

silke keim, m.a., mba prof. tina klein, phd
dipl.-regionalwissenschaftlerin 

stefanie kisgen, mba
diplom-betriebswirtin (fh) 

franziska koch, bba

dipl.-Wirtschaftsinformatiker 
(ba) benjamin lehmann 

patricia mezger, m.a., mba
dipl.-betriebswirtin (argentinien) 

ruth nakane

tamara lörcher, b.sc.

prof. dr. oliver meissner

li Jingan

vera hendriks vanessa hochrein, m.a., mba
diplom-soziologin 
katharina Jänsch

diplom-theologin 
annette l. horne

prof. dr. nazem nascimentoeng. diego nascimento linda pfeffer
diplom-betriebswirt (fh) 
andreas preißing, mba

kornelia puchyova, b.a.dr. ing. Werner preißing Janet Qin, m.a., mba
diplom-betriebswirtin (ba) 

sonja reichert, mba

prof. dr. david rygl

dipl.-verwaltungswirtin (fh) 
tanja riehle, mba nicolai rimpp, m. a. sina rockenbauch, b.a.

dipl.-verwaltungswirtin (fh) 
bettina rominger, mba

ute sachsenröder, m.a. helene sadilek, b.a.

diplom-Germanist 
Jens mergenthaler, mba

dr. Joachim sailer
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saskia stanek

prof. dr. roland springer ann-kathrin stähledominika seyfarth, m.a.

prof. dr. rer. pol. 
thomas schmidt 

katja schwoch

katharina stein, b.a. kristina stihlerdipl. ing. hans steinbeck

Wolf Georg tews, m.a.

prof. dr. sonja Zillner

anja Wernerus, m.a. dipl. ing. peter WittmannJohanna Wieczorreck

britta tichenor mona usling, b.a.dipl.-betriebswirtin clara tu

ricarda van de sandt, m.a. christine Wendel, m.a. prof. dr. martin k. Welge
stephanie Walz 

(rechtsanwältin)

andré schwalm, b.a. Julia schulze, m.a. robert schulz 

prof. dr. Werner seebacher

diplom-kauffrau 
sabine sax, mba carina scherr

alice Wolf, m.a.

diplom-soziologin 
marlen saleh
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Werner G. faix (Ed.)
kompetenz. erpenbeck. festschrift. band 4.

2012, p. 592

ISBN 978–3–943356–07–6

Werner G. faix, Michael Auer (Ed.)
kompetenz. persönlichkeit. bildung. band 3.

2011, p. 493

ISBN 978-3-941417-74-8

Werner G. faix, John Erpenbeck, Michael Auer (Ed.)
bildung. kompetenzen. Werte. band 5.

2013

ISBN 978-3-943356-32-8

Werner G. faix, Michael Auer (Ed.)
talent. kompetenz. management. band 2.

2010, p. 465

ISBN 978-3-941417-22-9

publications
sibe analoG – 4

Werner G. faix, Gerhard Keck, Patricia Mezger, Joachim Sailer, Annette Schulten (Ed.)
management von Wachstum und Globalisierung. best practice. band 1.

2006, p. 830

ISBN 978-3-938062-28-9

Werner G. faix, Gerhard Keck, Stefanie Kisgen, Patricia Mezger, Joachim Sailer, Annette 
horne (Ed.)
management von Wachstum und Globalisierung. best practice. band 4.

2011, p. 1100

ISBN 978-3-941417-73-1

Werner G. faix, Michael Auer (Ed.)
talent. kompetenz. management. band 1.

2009, p. 490

ISBN 978-3-938062-88-3

Werner G. faix, Gerhard Keck, Stefanie Kisgen, Patricia Mezger, Joachim Sailer,  
Annette Schulten (Ed.)
management von Wachstum und Globalisierung. best practice. band 3.

2008, p. 1012

ISBN 978-3-938062-21-0

our knowledge on growth, innovation and competitiveness.

Werner G. faix, Annette Schulten, Ardin Djalali, Claus Peter hammer,  
Christine Golisch (Ed.)
management von Wachstum und Globalisierung. best practice. band 2.
 
2008, p. 362

ISBN 978-3-938062-24-1

Werner G. faix, Gerhard Keck, Stefanie Kisgen, Patricia Mezger, Joachim Sailer, Annette 
horne (Ed.)
management von Wachstum und Globalisierung. best practice. band 5.

2013, p. 1100

ISBN 978-3-941417-73-1

Werner G. Faix
Ardin Djalali
Annette Horne
Gerhard Keck
Stefanie Kisgen
Patricia Mezger
Joachim Sailer (Hrsg.)

Management
von 
Wachstum 
und
Globalisierung

Management
von 
Wachstum
und
Globalisierung

Best Practice
Band 5

Werner G. Faix
Ardin Djalali
Annette Horne
Gerhard Keck
Stefanie Kisgen
Patricia Mezger
Joachim Sailer (Hrsg.)

ISBN 978-3-943356-34-2

Best Practice
Band 5

S I
BE

Erfolgreiche Unternehmen gehen die Herausforderungen Wachstum und Globalisierung,  
aktiv mit Innovationen an. Innovation, das ist die wertschöpfende und nutzenstiftende  
Verwirklichung von Ideen zur Erneuerung und/oder zur Optimierung des Bestehenden. Diese 
Erneuerung und/oder Optimierung des Bestehenden ist dabei gerichtet auf: Produkte und 
Dienstleistungen, Produktionsmethoden und Geschäftsprozessen, Absatz- und Einkaufs 
märkten sowie Organisationsstrukturen. 

Die Welt ist heute immer mehr geprägt von einem fortlaufenden strukturellen Anderssein 
und von einer zunehmenden und dabei globalen Dynamik. Die kontinuierliche Innovation  
erscheint im Angesicht einer solchen Welt als die erfolgreichste aller Strategien, um die unter- 
nehmerischen Wettbewerbsfähigkeit nachhaltig zu sichern und auszubauen. Für kontinu-
ierliche Innovationen bedarf es jedoch auch einer kontinuierlichen Anstrengung: Es bedarf 
fortlaufend konkreter innovativer Ziele, welche in innovativen Projekten von handlungskom-
petenten und engagierten Mitarbeitern und Führungskräften verwirklicht werden. 

Die Autoren des vorliegenden Buches bieten einen Einblick in innovative Projekte und Best 
Practises, die sie im Rahmen der Projekt-Kompetenz-Studienprogramme der School of  
International Business and Entrepreneurship (SIBE) der Steinbeis-Hochschule Berlin in unter- 
schiedlichen Partnerunternehmen realisiert haben. Der Leser erfährt daher anhand  
konkreter Projekte aus der unternehmerischen Praxis, wie man erfolgreich mit Innovationen die  
Herausforderungen Wachstum und Globalisierung angeht. 

Ferdinand von Steinbeis (1807 - 1893)

 „Ihr müsst auf Innovationen 
                      und Menschen setzen, 
um die Zukunft erfolgreich zu gestalten“

9 783943 356342

Ineke Blumenthal, Ardin Djalali, Werner G. faix, Annette horne, Gerhard Keck, 
Stefanie Kisgen, Jens Mergenthaler, Patricia Mezger, Sonja f. reichert, Bettina 
rominger, Joachim Sailer, Johanna Wieczorreck, Peter Wittmann 
Werte. bildung. ethikkodex.

2012, p. 63

ISBN 978–3–943356–09–0

 

Werner G. Faix | john erpenbeck | Michael auer 
(hrsg.) 

Bildung.
Kompetenzen.
Werte.

»Volk und Knecht und Überwinder,  Sie gestehn, zu jeder Zeit:   
Höchstes Glück der Erdenkinder Sei nur die Persönlichkeit.«  
  Goethe: West-östlicher Divan

Viel und oft wurde gesprochen über jenes schillernde und vielschichtige Etwas 
namens »Persönlichkeit«. Wenig und selten war allerdings in solch interdisziplinärer 
Weise die Rede von jenem möglichen »höchsten Glück« der eigenen Individualität 
wie am 3. Stuttgarter Kompetenztag der Steinbeis-Hochschule. Der vorliegende 
Band ist die Dokumentation dieses Symposiums.

ISBN xxx

Werte.

bildung.

kompetenzen.

 

Werner G. Faix
john erpenbeck
Michael auer (hrsg.)

koneGen-

Grenier

balDeGGer

Wex
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Steinbeis-Stiftung (Ed.):  
Ineke Blumenthal, Werner G. faix, Vanessa hochrein, Annette horne, Gerhard Keck,  
roberta Lenz, Jens Mergenthaler, Sabine Sax 
Über einige fronten des War for talents

2012, p. 64

ISBN 978-3-941417-95-3

Werner G. faix, Tassilo Zywietz, Annette Schulten, Sylvie Taboré-Straub
Going international – erfolgsfaktoren im auslandsgeschäft

2003, p. 84 

ISBN 3-9808292-4-3

Steinbeis-Stiftung (Ed.): Jens Mergenthaler, Werner G. faix
innovationen: der volkswirtschaftliche Wachstumsmotor. 
eine metastudie über die innovationsfähigkeit und -tätigkeit 
einiger ausgewählter volkswirtschaften

2012, p. 218

ISBN 978-3-943356-28-1

Alexander Lau, Tassilo Zywietz, Werner G. faix, Annette Schulten
Going international – erfolgsfaktoren im auslandsgeschäft

2005, p. 96

ISBN 3-933150-17-5

Kurt Nagel, Werner G. faix, Ardin Djalali, Annette horne, Gerhard Keck,
Stefanie Kisgen, Joachim Sailer
General management - tools

2013, p. 718

ISBN 978–3–8349–0248–1

Werner G. faix, Stefanie Kisgen, Alexander Lau, Annette Schulten, Tassilo Zywitz
praxishandbuch außenwirtschaft. erfolgsfaktoren im auslandsgeschäft

Gabler Verlag: 2006, p. 755

ISBN 978–3–8349–0248–1

Stefanie Kisgen, Anne Dresen, Werner G. faix (Ed.)
international management

2013, p. 694

ISBN 978–3–943356–08–3

Kurt Nagel, Werner G. faix, Annette Schulten, Gerhard Keck, Joachim Sailer
General management – tools – transfer documentation report (tdr)

2007, 2010 2nd edition, p. 718

ISBN 978–3–938062–32–6

Werner G. faix, Jens Mergenthaler
die schöpferische kraft der bildung.

2010, p. 319

ISBN 978-3-941417-52-6

h. Buscher, r. Dornau, f. heinemann, J. Köke, M. Schröder, M. Steiger, C. Stirböck,  
A. Szczesny 
Grundlagen der Wirtschaft

2007, 2009 2nd edition, p. 320

Martin K. Welge, Andreas Al-Laham 
strategisches management

2012 6th updated edition, p. 1028

ISBN 3834924768 

John Erpenbeck, Werner Sauter
so werden wir lernen! – kompetenzentwicklung in einer Welt fühlender 
computer, kluger Wolken und sinnsuchender netze

Springer Gabler: Berlin heidelberg, 2013, p. 236

ISBN 978-3-642-37180-6
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Sonja Zillner, Bernhard Krusche
systemisches innovationsmanagement

Schäffer-Poeschl, 2012, p. 287

ISBN 9783799266697

Werner G. faix, Angelika Laier
soziale kompetenz

Deutscher Instituts-Verlag: Köln,1989, p. 76

ISBN 3-602-24901-8

Werner G. faix, Angelika Laier
soziale kompetenz
Wettbewerbsfaktor der Zukunft

Wiesbaden: Gabler, 1991, 1996 2nd edition, p. 155

ISBN 3-409-23805-0

Werner G. faix, Christa Buchwald, rainer Wetzler
skill management
Qualifikationsplanung für unternehmen und mitarbeiter

Wiesbaden: Gabler, 1991, p. 144

ISBN 3-409-13853-6

J. hasenbrook, O. Zawacki-richter, J. Erpenbeck 
kompetenzkapital –  
verbindung zwischen kompetenzbilanzen und humankapital

Bankakademie Verlag: frankfurt am Main, 2004, p. 340

ISBN 3–937519–17–3

Werner G. faix, Theodor rütter, Evelyn Wollstadt
führung und persönlichkeit – personale entwicklung

Landsverg/Lech: verlag moderne industrie, 1995, p. 179

ISBN 3–478-35230–4

Volker heyse, John Erpenbeck, Lutz Michel
kompetenzprofiling –  
Weiterbildungsbedarf und lernformen in Zukunftsbranchen

Waxmann Verlag: Münster / New York, 2002, p. 280

ISBN 3–8309–1189–0

John Erpenbeck, Johannes Weinberg
menschenbild und menschenbildung
 
Waxmann Verlag: Münster/New York, 1993, p. 230

ISBN 3-89325-199-5

John Erpenbeck, Volker heyse
management und Wertewandel im Übergang – vorraussetzungen, chancen und 
Grenzen betrieblicher Weiterbildung im transformationsprozess 
 
Waxmann Verlag: Münster/New York, 1994, p. 280

ISBN 3-89325-214-2

Carsten rasner, Karsten füser, Werner G. faix
das existenzgründer buch – 
von der Geschäftsidee zum sicheren Geschäftserfolg

Landsberg/Lech: verlag moderne industrie, 1999, 4th edition, p. 434

ISBN 3-478-35453-6

John Erpenbeck, Lutz von rosenstiel, Sven Grote (Ed.)
kompetenzmodelle von unternehmen – mit praktischen hinweisen für ein 
erfolgreiches management von kompetenzen

Schäffer-Poeschl, 2013, p. 372

ISBN 978–3–7910-3257-3

John Erpenbeck, Lutz von rosenstiel
handbuch kompetenzmessung – erkennen, verstehen und bewerten von  
kompetenzen in der betrieblichen, pädagogischen und psychologischen praxis

Schäffer-Poeschel Verlag: Stuttgart, 2007, p. 796

ISBN 978–3–7910–2477–6
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Global business education aWards
sibe Grants –

Global Business Education Awards 2012
Award winners

As talent pools shift across different industries and workers aim to better their value to 
future and current employers, business education has never been more important. Last 
year we witnessed a fundamental increase in the number of business school applicants, 
and greater pressure on the industry to up the standard. With that in mind, European CEO 
looked at business schools the world over to construct its 2012 Global Business Education 
Awards.
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1 Within the sibe netWork
services available 

15Talents is an e-recruiting platform 
used by companies to advertise demand-
ing tasks for which qualified students will 
be paid to complete – in order to gain 
their first practical experiences as early as 
during their first course of study. Com-

panies obtain access to top students and 
can rely on a talent pool of over 9,000 
students from diverse areas. 15Talents 
places particular emphasis on high-qual-
ity placements – in this area, SIBE of SUB 
and 15Talents work hand-in-hand.

further information is available at www.15talents.com

further information is available at www.saphir-deutschland.de

SAPhIr Germany is the personnel con-
sulting service in the Steinbeis found-
ing Association and the SIBE recruitment 
subsidiary. It supports companies during 
the recruitment and personnel selection 
services and provides advice on staff 

retention. SAPhIr does not concentrate 
on specific branches but on exception-
ally talented recent graduates and young 
professionals in all fields – with up to 
seven years of professional experience.

15talents

saphir permanent placement (pepa)

further information is available at www.saphir-kompetenz.de.com

further information is available at www.steinbeis-spa.de

SAPhIr Kompetenz Gmbh is the meas-
urement system in the Steinbeis As-
sociation that guarantees successful 
competence measurement. This enables 

our partner companies to plan the right 
number of employees with the right 
skills at the right time and the right 
place.

The Senior Professional MBA offered by 
the Steinbeis Senior Professional Acad-
emy Gmbh (SPA) provides a curriculum 
for participants with extensive work ex-
perience. All participants are assisted by 
lecturers and coaches who provide tar-

get group specific professional and aca-
demic support and guidance. Perparatory 
seminars are available to candidates with 
university entrance level eqivalent certifi-
cates or associate degrees plus respective 
professional experience.

SAPHIR Competence

senior professional mba
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2 steps
neXt

 ■ Attractive partners
 ■ Challenging real case projects
 ■ Added benefit of an MBA
 ■ Career perspectives

Recruiting upwardly 
mobile candidates

Preselection of upwardly 
mobile candidates

 ■ With the KODE® talent diagnostic  
and development tool

 ■ With the DIN-certified SAPhIr
 ■ selection process

For students

Are you interested in studying at SIBE? 
Then simply apply online or via e-mail. 
Please include the following documents:

 ■ Cover letter: either an unsolicited 
application or an application for an 
announced opening C.V.

 ■ Certificates verifying higher education 
entrance qualifications (Abitur etc.)

 ■ first degree of min. Bachelor’s level 
(Alternatively: Current transcript 
from your college) 

 ■ Certificate verifying course(s) of study
 ■ Letters of references from previous 

employers (concerning job and/or 
internship experience(s))

After reviewing your application, we will 
invite you to one of our online assess-
ment centers in order to test your suit-
ability for the SIBE Master's programs. If 
you successfully pass the day's exams, 
we will begin looking for suitable Mas-
ter's positions for you. As soon as the 
right company has been found, you can 
begin at the next possible course start 
(normally every two months).
Of course, you can also complete your 
Master's program with another com-
pany (e.g. your present employer) – but 
you must still pass the SIBE selection 
procedure.

 ■ As management assistant

matching

 ■ Plus successful handling of  
future-oriented real case projects that 
retain the intrinsic value  
of your company

Systematic management  
of talent development

Do you have a current vacancy? Then 
send us a completed job profile inform-
ing us the task area and desired profile 
of the student you are looking for. We 
will immediately begin recruiting appro-
priate candidates (free of charge*) and 
send you suitable candidates from our 
candidate pool as soon as possible. As 
soon as one of these candidates fulfills 
your requirements, you can arrange in-
terviews directly and easily.
Would you like to promote your own up-
wardly mobile employees and increase 
their company loyalty? That is likewise 

completely possible! Such persons need 
only pass the SIBE selection process and 
can then complete the desired Master's 
program in your company. Depending 
on the number of students in your com-
pany as well as your company's needs, 
it could be possible to integrate these 
in our existing courses or to develop 
corporate courses that are individually 
tailored to your requirements. If you are 
interested in pursuing this, simply con-
tact us!

For companies

* Basic recruitment for SIBE Masters programs is free of charge and non-binding.

If needed, supplementary, fee-based services can be additionally booked.
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benefit for all
sibe –

A win-win-win situation.

COMPANY

SIBE STUDENT

PROJECT/S

THEORY AND TRANSFER

N
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D 
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N
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PRACTICE AN
D IM

PLEM
EN

TATION

SIBE supports companies in their demand for the best 
employees and management: from the recruitment 
of upwardly mobile candidates to the development 
of employees to their lasting commitment to the 
company. Winning upward mobile employees pro-
vides twice the benefit: their general work in your 
company as well as their specific real case projects.

SIBE places students in professions and thus integra-
tes work and curricula. By concentrating on their in-
dependent real case projects, SIBE students greatly 
develop their skills and personalities over the 
course of their programs and gain qualifications 
and practical experience that lay the foundation for 
their careers. 

The partnerships between students and their com-
panies in the TGC combines theory with practice. 
These synergies create practical knowledge that 
flows directly into corporate and personnel de-
velopment demands. The result is the appropriate 
assessment of potential and talent as well as the 
development of students' skills and personalities.

PLACEMENT

CAREER 
DEVELOPMENT

PROJECT

UNIVERSITY 
PROGRAM

DEVELOPMENT OF 
PERSONALITY 
AND SKILLS

BENEFIT 
TO STUDENTS

STUDENT AND 
COMPANY 

AS PARTNERS

POTENTIAL AND 
COMPETENCY 
ASSESSMENT

DEVELOPMENT OF 
PERSONALITY 
AND SKILLS

DUALITY
THEORY - PRACTICE

RESEARCH ON 
CORPORATE AND 

PERSONNEL 
DEVELOPMENT

BENEFIT 
FOR THE 

UNIVERSITY

RECRUITMENT 
OF 

HIGH POTENTIALS

LOYALTY

COOPERATION

PROJECT BENEFIT

POTENTIAL 
ASSESSMENT

BENEFIT 
TO COMPANY

3
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Christine Brucker
Applicant Management
fon:  +49 (0) 70 32 - 37 51 13
Mail:  Brucker@steinbeis-sibe.de

applicants / students

Ardin Djalali, M.A., MBA
Director of MBA and International Programs 
fon:  +49 (0) 70 32 - 94 58 - 61
Mail:  Djalali@steinbeis-sibe.de

international programs

Diplom-Kulturwirtin Ineke Blumenthal, M.Sc.
head of Strategic Corporate relations
fon:  +49 (0) 70 32 - 94 58 - 63
Mail:  Blumenthal@steinbeis-sibe.de

companies

contact!4 Get in
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list of references for used images and graphics:
All graphics concerning the TGC as well as the individual Master programs: ©SIBE Gmbh

S. 4 - 13, 24 - 27, 50 - 51, 114 - 121, 126 - 129, 138 - 139, 152 - 155, 158 - 159, 162 - 163: Julia Lingertat
S. 14 - 17: Bild »Ein steiniger Weg...«: gb-photodesign.de@photocase
S. 20 - 21: Istockphoto
S. 22 - 23: Bild »münzbeutel«: jala@photocase 
S. 28 - 29, 48 - 49, 72 - 77, 112 - 113: Bild »Weltreise«: jala@photocase
S. 30 - 31: Bild »luftige geschäfte«: kallejipp@photocase
S. 32 - 37, 54 - 55, 60 - 61: Bild »Wir haben den Pokal«: MMchen@photocase
S. 38 - 39: Bild »Achtung Wildwechsel«: kallejipp@photocase
S. 40 - 41: Bild »there's so much to see...«: designer111@photocase
S. 42 - 43: Bild »10 Seconds to Mars«: kallejipp@photocase
S. 44 - 45: fTI Group
S. 46 - 47: Istockphoto
S. 52 - 53, 78 - 79: Istockphoto
S. 56 - 57: Bild »Gerechtigkeit« zettberlin@photocase
S. 58 - 59: Bild »liberal justitia« misterQM@photocase
S. 62 - 65: Julia Schulze
S. 66 - 67: Bild »Business as usual«: kallejipp@photocase 
S. 68 - 69: Bild »lernen, lernen, popernen«: luxuz::.@photocase
S. 70 - 71: Bild »Mann mit Buch«: fmatte@photocase
S. 80 - 83: Bild »Das herz der Schweiz«: krockenmitte@photocase
S. 84 - 87: Arian Zwegers / flickr
S. 88 - 101: Bild: Leandro Neumann Ciuffo, flickr
S. 102 - 105: Marcin Wichary / flickr
S. 106 - 107: Kevin Cole / flickr
S. 108 - 111: Bild »Taj Mahal in sunset scene«:klemenr@photocase
S. 112 - 113:  Bilder robby van Moor, miracle design, Iratz, gpoo, tm-md, all flickr
S. 122 - 125: Bild »Mir fehlen die Worte…«: knallgrün@photocase
S. 130 - 137: Bild »Blauer Brief«: maria_m@photocase
S. 144 - 149: Bild »Lesestoff«: Gortincoiel@photocase
S. 150 - 151: Bild »Platzhalter«: misterQM@photocase
S. 156 - 157: Bild »kir royal«: kallejipp@photocase
S. 160 - 161: Bild »Volltreffer«: klammerfranz@photocase

Prices, campuses and content of studies 
may be subject to change.




